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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

402

Adrian Murray

Circuit of Barranc del Cau and Alt de
Ample from Jalon

11.5

4½

420

MS/B

Jalon

428

Adrian Murray

Ѧ El Cao, anticlockwise Ѧ

12

5

381

Adrian Murray

Ѧ Font d'Aixa valley & Castell d'Aixa
Ridge Ѧ

17

6

587

Adrian Murray

Ѧ Font d'Aixa valley & Castell d'Aixa
Ridge Ѧ

16

5¼

4

Alan Jackson

Dos Fuentes

12

5

3

Alan Jackson

Castell de Castells circuit South

17

5½

444

Alan Jackson

Castell de Castells Circuit West via
Serella Castle

16

5

5

Alan Jackson

Jalon Parcent Circuit via Col de Rates

16

5½

6

Alan Jackson

Jalon-Parcent circuit

12

4

7

Alan Jackson

End of season stroll

9

3

1

Alan Jackson

Caballo Verde Col

17

5½

191

Alastair and Marina

Benissa Easy Circular Walk

9.3

3

564

Andy Marsh

Serrella castle - extended.

13

5

519

Andy Marsh

Castells Combo

19

6

491

Andy Marsh

Ѧ Puig Campana Summit and circuit Ѧ

16

6½

447

Andy Marsh

Solana East Circular

17.5

6½

77

Andy Marsh

Val d’Ebo Circuit

17

6

547

Andy Marsh

Bodoix via Castell D'Ambra - Extended

13.5

5½

471

Angela Colgate

Lliber Wander.

7

2½

588

Angela Colgate

Tormos Stroll

8½

3

12

Ann Price Angie Elliot

Ѧ Sierra Carrasca East Ѧ

17

5

9

Ann Price Angie Elliott

Around and about Castells

16

5½

14

Ann Price Angie Elliott

Trasero del Caballo

11.5

5

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am
Jalon. 38.731348, -0.012445. Take the cemetery road that
runs between the petrol station and the Tot Util Ferreteria.
At the end go round a bend to the right and park
immediately on the right.

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

Latitude

The walk will take you up the path to the east of Barranc
No dogs
38.731348
del Cau following the water pipe, circling around Les
Planisses and returning via Alt de Ample. Generally the
paths and tracks are good but there will be a short stretch
over rough ground; the views are worth the effort!
600
S/B
Jalon
Jalon 38.728401, 0.015771 Meet on slip road to Lady
Circular route up the barranco Carretas, under Alt de
Dogs on lead 38.728401
Elizabeth school approximately 300m east of Venta Roja
Ample, up to El Cao and back down the “long ridge”(Loma
restaurant on CV 750 Jalon - Benissa road
Llarga).
640
S/B
Lliber
Lliber.38.743335, 0.003090 Approach Lliber from Jalon and The walk will take you through Lliber to the hidden valley, No dogs
38.743335
turn left by the bridge just before the traffic lights at the
then towards Font d'Aixa before climbing the ridge above
start of Lliber village. Park wherever possible in front of the Pedreguer, returning to Lliber via Montanyeta. The walk will
houses.
be on minor roads, tracks and good footpaths and the
ascents will be at a steady pace. Lovely views.
620
S/B
Lliber
9:30
Lliber. 38.74458, 0.018779. Note different start time. Val
From Val Del Pop restaurant we decend into the valley
No dogs
38.74458
del pop restaurant, km 8.35, CV 748, Lliber to Gata road. ( towards font d'aixa, then climb ridge above Pedreguer.
from Lliber drive towards Senija, CV 745, and as you leave Return via Montanyeta
Lliber take the left turning CV 748 towards Gata, at Km
8.35, about 1 Km, the restaurant is signposted to the left by
the post boxes and basuras, the large restaurant car park is
100m along this road on the left)
400
MS/B
Benimaurell
Benimaurell 38.773696,-0.127234. On entering village take Most of the walk is on mozarabic trails.
No dogs
38.773696
first right and follow road around edge of village in the
direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on right just before Bar
Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
Castell de Castells
600
S/B
Castell de Castells. 38.723848,-0.194751 Take the CV720
A circular walk on mozarabic trails, broad forestry roads
No dogs
38.723848
from Parcent and Benichembla to Castell de Castells. In the and great views on a clear day.
village, immediately opposite Hotel Serrella (on the RHS)
turn L. After 20 m. turn L again into Calle Jose Antontio and
then almost immediately L again down a ramp into the
signed parking area.
Castell de Castells
S/B
Castell de Castells. 38.723848 -0.194751. Take the CV720 A circular walk on mozarabic trails, broad forestry roads.
No dogs
38.723848
from Parcent and Benichembla to Castell de Castells. In the
village, immediately opposite Hotel Serrella (on the RHS)
turn L. After 20 m. turn L again into Calle Jose Antontio and
them almost immediately L again down a ramp into the
signed parking area.
500
MS/B
Jalon
Jalon 38.744193,-0.017402. Car park under trees opposite Entire walk on good tracks.
No dogs
38.744193
Alleluya Bar at Information Office.
170
E/A
Jalon
Jalon 38.744193,-0.017402. Car park under trees opposite Gentle stroll through the fruit fields.
No dogs
38.744193
Alleluya Bar at Information Office.
Negligi E/A
Javea
Javea. Restaurant Almanacer Carretera Cabo San Antonio, Walking from the the Restaurant Almanacer to the Watch No dogs
Javea
Tower returning via the windmills overlooking Javea and
then back to the Restaurant. All on the flat and good paths.
Optional lunch.
550
S/B
Tormos
Tormos. 38.799124,-0.076498 Coming from the south
Route to Isbert’s Dam then through tunnel (bring torch)
No dogs
38.799124
(Orba) on the CV715 at the outskirts of the village turn L
and a climb up to Fontilles and then up to the Col.
(signposted to Costera del Moll) into Calle Pozo. Take the
next L (Carrer Val de Llaguart) and then take the 2nd turn
on the RHS just after the bins. Drive to the end opposite a
plaza and turn L into Avenguda Joan Carles I. Drive a few
hundred metres along this and park in the large car park on
the LHS opposite the public piscina.
170
E/A
Benissa
Meet at the car park opposite the Mercadona supermarket
Dogs
on the Main St, Benissa
Castell de Castells
500
MS/B
Castell de Castells. 38.723848 -0.194751. Take the CV720 A circular walk all on good paths and broad forestry tracks. No dogs
38.723848
from Parcent and Benichembla to Castell de Castells. In the Stunning views on a clear day especially from the castle.
village, immediately opposite Hotel Serrella (on the RHS)
turn L. After 20 m. turn L again into Calle Jose Antontio and
them almost immediately L again down a ramp into the
signed parking area.
Castells de Castells Castells de Castells. 38.723848, -0.194751 Take the CV720 A circular walk combining parts of Foyes Valley, Castells
750
S/B
No dogs
38.723848
from Parcent and Benichembla to Castells de Castells. In
South & East Circuits and the foothills of Aixorta. A mixture
the village, immediately opposite Hotel Serella (on RHS)
of broad forestry tracks, marked paths, mozarabic paths
turn L. After 20m, turn L again into Calle Jose Antonio and and a few rough tracks. Walked at a 'brisk pace'
then almost immediately L again down a ramp into the
signed parking area.
1150 VS/B
Finestrat
Finestrat. 38.5778,-0.2086 Enter Finestrat on CV761 from Anti-Clockwise circumnavigation of Puig Campana with a
Dogs on lead 38.5778
La Marina Shopping Centre, Benidorm (Carrefour) At T
side trip to the summit.
junction turn right onto CV 758 then after 300m take left
turn to Font Molí. After 1km park in the carpark beyond the
font.
930
VS/B
Lliber
Lliber.38.743335, 0.003090 Approach Lliber from Jalon and Ascend steeply through a wood and eventually to Castell
No dogs
38.743335
turn left by the bridge just before the traffic lights at the
d’Aixa. From there on a good and scenic track towards
start of Lliber village. Park wherever possible in front of the Pedreguer. Return completes a clockwise circuit visiting
houses.
Font d’Aixa.
725
S/B
Pego
Pego. 38.838379,-0.121313 Plaza del Metge Almela, above An interesting circuit all on well marked paths and tracks
No dogs
38.838379
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
with a small amount on quiet roads. Lovely views
680
S/B
Pego
Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above Small amount on roads but mainly on good marked tracks No dogs
38.838379
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
and paths albeit a short stretch of path is a little rocky
underfoot. Lovely views, particularly from the castle
100
E
Lliber
10:30 Lliber. 38.74458, 0.018779. Note different start time. Val
A gentle paced walk through the woods to the river bed
Dogs on lead 38.74458
del pop restaurant, km 8.35, CV 748, Lliber to Gata road. ( and return back through Lliber to Val Del Pop restaurant.
from Lliber drive towards Senija, CV 745, and as you leave Good paths, tracks and road. Optional lunch with other
Lliber take the left turning CV 748 towards Gata, at Km
walks at end.
8.35, about 1 Km, the restaurant is signposted to the left by
the post boxes and basuras, the large restaurant car park is
100m along this road on the left)
200
E/A
Tormos
11:00 Tormos, 38.801776, -0.070108. Note different Start time. A walk towards the dam on wide tracks, crossing the dry
No dogs
38.801776
Restaurant Tormos, Calle Santa Cruz,32.
river bed to walk through the tunnel and returning
alongside the river, through the orange groves and back to
Tormos Restaurant.
780
S/C
Val d'Ebo
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267. From the CV 715 -Orba to Steep climb, ridge walk and back along top of barranco del No dogs
38.80654
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
Infierno around east end of Carrasca. Wonderful views,
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and rough terrain. Some animal tracks and no tracks at all.
park at the edge of the village.
550
S/B
Benichembla
Benichembla. 38.750579, -0.158159. Bridge at 4.5 km past A varied walk with all the hard work done before a late
Dogs on lead 38.750579
Benichembla on Castell de Castells road CV720.
lunch stop. Mix of old and new trails, with a steep ascent
out of Castells and then a fairly easy descent back to the
cars along good tracks with some lovely views along the
way.
400
MS/C/Sc Benichembla
Benichembla. 38.750579,-0.158159. Bridge at 4.5 km past Ascend through Barranco Segues, over Col de Garga and
Dogs on lead 38.750579
Benichembla on Castell de Castells road CV720.
return via mix of mozarabic trails and interesting river bed.
Can be scratchy and some scrambling.

Longitude

-0.012445

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear
http://tinyurl.com/nlbvqab

0.015771

http://tinyurl.com/nwgdqvy

0.00309

http://tinyurl.com/ngepkvd

0.018779.

-0.127234

http://tinyurl.com/m2bfjoh

-0.194751

-0.194751

-0.017402

http://tinyurl.com/konewab

-0.017402

-0.076498

http://tinyurl.com/kdg2cfx

-0.194751

-0.194751

-0.2086

0.00309

http://tinyurl.com/ltw2dhk

-0.121313

http://tinyurl.com/k67qkov

-0.121313
0.018779.

-0.070108

-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/mx5gtuw

-0.158159

http://tinyurl.com/ne48bnr

-0.158159

http://tinyurl.com/oqgvhj9
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am

10

Ann Price Angie Elliott

Ѧ Caballo Verde Ridge Ѧ

12

4½

450

MS/B

Benimaurell

11

Ann Price Angie Elliott

Barranco del Infierno Cathedral Walk

16

6

685

S/C/Scr Fleix

13

Ann Price Angie Elliott

Spring Leg Stretcher

13

5

290

MS/B

Jalon

479

Ann Price Angie Elliott

Benimaurell Loop

14

5½

650

S/B

Benimaurell

16

Bill Burford

Bernia Circuit via the Forat

12

5

300

MS/B

Benissa

18

Brian Sear

Granadella extended

14

5

400

MS/B

Benitachell

31

Carol Harbach

Beniaia Circuit

17

5

400

S/A

Alcala de la Jovada

33

Carol Harbach

Els Despoblats Moriscos

14

4

320

M/A

Alcala de la Jovada

34

Carol Harbach

Ѧ La Muntanya Sud d’Alcala and part
Forada Ridge Ѧ

14.5

4½

400

MS/B

Alcala de la Jovada

30

Carol Harbach

barranco de la Canal and D'Alambra
Castell (optional)

13.5

5½

600

MS/B

Pego

407

Carol Harbach

5½

630

S/B

Pego

Carol Harbach

Barranco de la Canal and D'Alambra
Castell (optional) – extended
Los Tres Pueblos

15.5

35

21

6

550

S/A

Tollos

269

Carol Harbach

Tollos Circuit

13

5

300

MS/B

Tollos

15

Carol Harbach

Albert’s Peak Val d’Ebo

10

4

400

M/B

Val d'Ebo

37

Carol Harbach

14

5

600

MS/B

Pego

40

Charles Pye

Barranco de la Canal and D'Alambra
Castell (optional) extended and in
reverse.
Bamboo Curtain

12

4½

400

MS/B

Benichembla

45

Charles Pye

Trasero de Caballo

12

5

359

MS/C

Benichembla

533

Charles Pye

2000 Steps Clockwise

13

5

599

MS

Benimaurell

46

Charles Pye

Tres Barrancos

16

6

600

S/B

Benissa

436

Charles Pye

Famorca Circuit

12.5

5

666

S/B

Famorca

38

Charles Pye

Andrew’s Backyard

18

6½

900

VS/B

Jalon

39

Charles Pye

Around El Cao

12

5

300

M/B

Jalon

42

Charles Pye

El Cao, anticlockwise

12

5

600

S/B

Jalon

44

Charles Pye

Spring Saunter

14

5½

400

MS/B

Jalon

41

Charles Pye

Barranco de Mascarat

15

5½

500

MS/B

Lleus

47

Charles Pye

Ѧ Carrascal de Parcent Ѧ

12.5

5

800

S/C

Parcent

Benimaurell. 38.773696,-0.127234 On entering village take
first right and follow road around edge of village in the
direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on right just before Bar
Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
Fleix. 38.778276,-0.110013 Park opposite the school in the
new car park in Fleix at km 5.9 on the CV721.

9:30

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

Circular route to the ridge before descending under Penyo
Roig toward Fleix and back to Benimaurell.

Dogs on lead 38.773696

Descent into Barranco del Infierno, walk in to Cova Santa. No dogs
Out of Barranco to join route back under the Caballo Verde
ridge. Back down to Fleix. Some scrambling, some rough
tracks, some loose scree. But worth the effort.
Jalon. 38.727445, –0.018527. Take the Jalon to Bernia
Interesting walk through barrancos Maserof and Baron.
No dogs
road, the CV749 and at approx. 2km, park on the left. Take Excellent opportunity for observing flora and fauna.
care coming from Jalon because you will need to cross the
road on a bend.
Benimaurell. 38.773696 -0.127234 On entering village take Mixture of animals tracks (narrow in places), some
No dogs
first right and follow road around edge of village in the
scrambling and ridge walk before descending back to
direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on right just before Bar Benimaurell
Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
Benissa 38.672201,-0.046091. Follow CV749 from Benissa, Route involves a crawl through a short, low cave to emerge No dogs
via Pinos and take left turn at the T junction approx 600m on the south side of Sierra Bernia with views over Altea,
after km 11. From Jalon follow CV749 TO Bernia. Park near Benidorm and beyond. Return via old fort. Rough tracks
Bernia Inn.
and some scree underfoot. A little scrambling for interest.
Benitachell. 38.724428, 0.169777, Hipica horse stables.
Route goes via Llevant lookout, Granadella fort, cove,
No dogs
Coming from Javea to Benitachell, at the traffic lights just Granadella lookout, watchtower and Javea lookout. Great
past Mas y Mas take the left turn to Cumbre. Follow the
views along the coast N & S. There is the possibility for
road all the way up the hill past the building on the RHS
those not wanting to do the ridge and the “chains” to take
labelled 'Informacion'. Shortly after this the road forks and a shorter route to Granadella beach and have coffee while
is signposted to 'Hipica Bar', take this left fork. Then keep waiting for the main group to arrive via the longer route.
left by some dustbins. Take the next right and park.
However please advise the leader before the walk date by
telephone if you want to take this option. It may not be
possible to organise it on the day.
Alcala de la Jovada 38.79408,-0.25385. Park at edge of
A circular walk mainly on tracks, some quiet roads and a
No dogs
village near swimming pool. From the Orba to Pego road
short path. Wonderful views.
near Pego take the CV712 signed to Vall d'Ebo. Continue
past Vall d'Ebo to Alcala de la Jovada.
Alcala de la Jovada 38.79408,-0.25385. Park at edge of
Mainly on quiet country roads and paths. Taken at a nice
No dogs
village near swimming pool. From the Orba to Pego road
steady pace
near Pego take the CV712 signed to Vall d'Ebo. Continue
past Vall d'Ebo to Alcala de la Jovada.
Alcala de la Jovada. 38.79408, -0.25385. Park at edge of
A lovely walk over wide tracks, a short section of road and No dogs
village near swimming pool. From the Orba to Pego road
marked paths. The walk visits a nevera, a landing strip and
near Pego take the CV712 signed to Vall d'Ebo. Continue
part of the Forada ridge with splendid views of the
past Vall d'Ebo to Alcala de la Jovada.
Gallinera valley
Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above Small amount on roads but mainly on marked tracks and
No dogs
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
paths albeit a short stretch of path is a little rocky
underfoot. Will be taken at a steady/goodish pace.
Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above Small amount on roads but mainly on marked tracks and
No dogs
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
paths.
Tollos. 38.755355 -0.274124. Take the CV720 through
A circular walk linking Tollos, Alcala de la Jovada and
No dogs
Castell de Castells and past Famorca, Facheca and soon
Beniaia. Mainly on tracks, some quiet roads and a little on
afterwards there is a turn to the right to the village of
paths. Hopefully another Almond Blossom Walk
Tollos. Take this and just before reaching the village park
on the right in the car park behind a small recreation area.
Tollos. 38.755355 -0.274124. Take the CV720 through
Varied walk almost all on forestry tracks with short riverbed No dogs
Castell de Castells and past Famorca, Facheca and soon
stretch and one mozarabic path. Taken at a moderate
afterwards there is a turn to the right to the village of
pace.
Tollos. Take this and just before reaching the village park
on the right in the car park behind a small recreation area.
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267. From the CV 715 -Orba to A walk mostly on good tracks and paths. Optional lunch in No dogs
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
"Bar Capri" after the walk.
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and
park at the edge of the village.
Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313. Plaza del Metge Almela, above Small amount on roads but mainly on marked tracks and
No dogs
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
paths albeit a short stretch of path is a little rocky
underfoot. Will be taken at a steady/goodish pace.
Benichembla 38.753949,-0.111884 Bar Bon Aire, on CV720 A circular route under Caballo Verde with some unexpected No dogs
between Parcent and Castell de Castells
lush bamboo tunnels to add extra interest.
Benichembla. 38.750579,-0.158159 At bridge, km 30 on
Ascend through barranco Segues, over col de Garga and
Dogs on
CV720 Benichembla-Castell de Castells road.
return via a mix of mozarabic trails and interesting
riverbed.
Benimaurell 38.773696,-0.127234. On entering village take Ascend over Cabello Verde round head of Vall de Laguar & No dogs
first right and follow road around edge of village in the
descend and ascend through 2000 steps
direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on right just before Bar
Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
Benissa. 38.67821,-0.01726 1 km after Pinos restaurant on Up to the refugio, into the Maserof barranco and around
Dogs on
Benissa-Bernia road (CV749) take right hand junction just Marnes. Some cross country parts but lots to see.
over bridge towards Marnes. Park after 200m.
Famorca. 38.731422,-0.245907 On reaching Famorca from
No dogs
Castell de Castells, take first left, on edge of village and
park towards the top of the hill.
Jalon. 38.73015,0.010825. Restaurant “Venta Roja”, on
Circular route to Marnes. Shorts may be worn!
Dogs on
CV750 Benissa-Jalon road, between km markers 7 & 8.
Jalon. 38.73015,0.010825. Restaurant “Venta Roja”, on
Circular walk around El Cao.
Dogs on
CV750 Benissa-Jalon road, between km markers 7 & 8.
Jalon. 38.73015,0.010825 Restaurant “Venta Roja”, on
Circular route up the barranco Carretas, under Alt de
No dogs
CV750 Benissa-Jalon road, between km markers 7 & 8.
Ample, up to El Cao and back down the “long ridge”(Loma
Llarga).
Jalon. 38.727445, –0.018527. Take the Jalon to Bernia
Interesting walk through barrancos Maserof and Baron.
No dogs
road, the CV749 and at approx. 2km, park on the left. Take Excellent opportunity for observing flora and fauna.
care coming from Jalon because you will need to cross the
road on a bend.
Lleus. 38.679402, 0.013518. From Benissa along the N332 Short river bed scramble.
No dogs
towards Calpe, turn right after the bridge with sign posted
Casa de Maco restaurante, then follow signs to Lleus and La
Brisa. At La Brisa take a sharp RH bend to Lleus Plaza. If
coming from the Altea direction it is illegal to turn left at the
bridge, therefore you will need to travel towards Bennisa
and turn round when it is legal and return to the bridge.
Parcent. 38.737902,-0.074662 Note different start time.
Walk will set off earlier to allow those who want a stiff walk Dogs on
Bar/Restaurante Piscina. From Parcent take CV715 (Rates to get back for lunch.
to Tarbena road) for about 1 km. Car park on right.

Latitude

Longitude

-0.127234

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear
http://tinyurl.com/qb2x8q5

38.778276

-0.110013

http://tinyurl.com/q74jzpb

38.727445

-0.018527

38.773696

-0.127234

http://tinyurl.com/qb2x8q5

38.672201

-0.046091

http://tinyurl.com/n9stu69

38.724428

0.169777

38.79408

-0.25385

http://tinyurl.com/n8rwh4v

38.79408

-0.25385

http://tinyurl.com/o4hxq9u

38.79408

-0.25385

http://tinyurl.com/nh58mel

38.838379

-0.121313

http://tinyurl.com/ls692y3

38.838379

-0.121313

http://tinyurl.com/llw4nv2

38.756141

-0.274626

http://tinyurl.com/orxezro

38.755305

-0.273962

http://tinyurl.com/oh38jmh

38.80654

-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/kcq6wzk

38.838379

-0.121313

http://tinyurl.com/ls692y3

38.753949

-0.111884

lead 38.750579

-0.158159

38.773696

-0.127234

lead 38.67821
38.731422

-0.01726
-0.245907

lead 38.73015

0.010825

lead 38.73015

0.010825

38.73015

0.010825

38.727445

-0.018527

38.679402

0.013518

lead 38.737902

http://www.walksinspain.org/wordpress/details

-0.074662

http://tinyurl.com/of69zjj

http://tinyurl.com/nwgdqvy

http://tinyurl.com/p87gev9
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

Latitude

Longitude

461

Christine Braid

Montgo Windmills and Lighthouse

10

3

250

M/A

Javea

Walk up to lighthouse and windmills. Great views over
Javea en route. Back to port via some woods. Optional
lunch after walk.

No dogs

38.798842

0.188822

55

Colin Bagnall

NEW YEAR’S DAY SPECIAL Lleus Circuit 11

3

390

M

Lleus

A moderate 3 hour walk at a social pace. Please bring food No dogs
and drink for a party picnic afterwards. All welcome.

38.679402

0.013518

49

Colin Read

Eye of Montgo

5

500

MS/B/Sc Denia

10:30 Javea Port. 38.798842, 0.188822, Sea Front and continue
to follow the coast road past the Fishing Port and Club
Nautico to the roundabout. Park nearby and Bar Tango is
on the Sea Front.
11:00 Lleus. 38.679402, 0.013518. From Benissa along the N332
towards Calpe, turn right after the bridge with sign posted
Casa de Maco restaurante, then follow signs to Lleus and La
Brisa. At La Brisa take a sharp RH bend to Lleus Plaza. If
coming from the Altea direction it is illegal to turn left at the
bridge, therefore you will need to travel towards Bennisa
and turn round when it is legal and return to the bridge.
Denia. - Lat:-38.804969, Long:-0.155881 Camp de tir (Gun
club) on W side of CV-736 on Montgo side.. From Km 5.6
near top of pass, turn W onto gravel track-with grass island
(coordinates are for here). Follow track 500m, R where the
track ahead is chained, to reach open plateau of Gun Club.
Park on R just through entrance.

70

Colin Read

850

VS/B

Pego

David and Carol Harbach

Ѧ Miserat Summit (optional) via Castell 19
Gallinera Ѧ
Barranco de Turrubanes circuit
10
(optional lunch) (NEW WALK)

6½

97

4

350

M/B

Vall d'Ebo

58

David Brain & Teresa Boyle

Benichembla Stretch

9

3

300

98

David Brain & Teresa Boyle

Font Mata and Beyond

10

3½

269

61

David Brain & Teresa Boyle

Calpe Coast. Optional lunch at end of
walk

6

2

70

62

David Brain & Teresa Boyle

Penon d'Ifach summit Optional Lunch at 4
end of walk

2

350

107

David Brain & Teresa Boyle

Senija to Lliber circuit excluding hidden 11
valley

3

225

450

David Brain and Ron Moon

Benimaurell triangular

8

3½

300

453

David Brain and Ron Moon

Fleix Stroll

8

3½

300

551

David Brain and Theresa Boyle

Lliber Meander (New Walk)

8

2½

150

535

David Harbach

Sierra del Sireret from Alcada de la
Jovada

16

5

525

538

David Harbach

Ѧ Forada ridge - extended from Alcada 13
de la Jovada Ѧ

4½

610

118

David Harbach

Benirrama to Val d’Ebo Circuit

14

5

600

94

David Harbach

Alcada de la Jovada via Forada ridge - 15
the easier route (NEW WALK)

5

650

95

David Harbach

Miserat summit (optional) via Castell
Gallinera - shortened route (NEW
WALK)

18

5.75

850

74

David Harbach

Solana del Garrofer Ridge

20

6½

1000

76

David Harbach

Two Summits above Pego

10

4½

601

536

David Harbach

A circuit over Solana del Garrofer.

15.5

6

680

467

David Harbach

Juvees del Poble d’Enwig circuit
returning via barranco del Infierno

16.5

5½

400

96

David Harbach

Tossal Grau (Alberts Peak) returning
over Solana del Garrofer and the Rio
Ebo (NEW WALK)

16

6

610

15

A challenging walk with many interesting features. A
coastal watch tower, descent to traverse above the sea,
down to vast cave at sea level (optional side trip into cave
involves scrambling - torch useful.) Then steeply up
(scrambly in places, one section of chain) then flat stroll to
remains of 11 windmills. Option here to return to cars via
path or (recommended!) continue to Eye of Montgo - quite
strenuous climb, optional easy scramble into cave.
Splendid views of the Vall de Gallinera (even better if you
take the summit option!)
A very pleasant walk with wonderful views throughout.
Mainly on country roads, tracks and well defined paths. The
path/animal track in the barranco section is less well
defined but still easy to follow and not scratchy
First half on mozarabic trails then tracks home. Lunch at
the Bon Aire afterwards. People who wish to attend lunch
but not walk to phone the leader first.
This is a lovely walk with two very short but steep climbs
that will be taken slowly but the reward is magnificent 360
deg views

Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and
park at the edge of the village.
M/B
Benichembla 10:30 Benichembla. 38.753949,-0.111884. Note different start
time. Bar Bon Aire, Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent
and Castell de Castells
M/B
Benissa
Benissa.38.729968, 0.055838, Just before the Benissa
access to the motorway take the small sliproad on the right
and follow signs to the “cementerio” and meet there. There
will be a very short drive to the start of the walk.
E/A
Calpe
10:30 Calpe. 38.639605,0.070054 Note different start time.
We will walk with walk 1 initially to the visitors' centre at
Restaurant La Lonja, Calpe Port – near to fish market.
the start of the Penon walk. After a browse around we go
back to the sea front and walk along the costa path to
Fustera and return. All on good paths and taken at relaxed
pace.
M/B/Scr Calpe
10:30 Calpe. 38.639605,0.070054 Note different start time.
We will walk with walk 1 initially to the visitors' centre at
Restaurant La Lonja, Calpe Port – near to fish market.
the start of the Penon walk. After a browse around we go
back to the sea front and walk along the costa path to
Fustera and return. All on good paths and taken at relaxed
pace.
M/B
Senija
Senija. 38.727882,0.042819, Ave Cortes Valencia on new We ascend from the village and take the higher marked
wide road to back of Senija. From Benissa fork right at
path to Lliber
beginning of village; from Lliber double back left at end of
passing the top of the hidden valley to approach Lliber.We
villaje and park anywhere legal on wide road.
return via the vineyards and the original drovers trail
connecting the two villages. Optional restaurant lunch.
M/ B
Benimaurell 10:30 Benimaurell. 38.773696,-0.127234 Note different start time. We accend to the ridge and then enjoy beautiful views
On entering village take first right and follow road around walking along the ridge and return to village for lunch.
edge of village in the direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on Optional lunch at the end of the walk in local restaurant.
right just before Bar Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
M/A
Fleix
10:30 Fleix.38.781806, -0.104587, Note different start time.
We descend to Font d'Isbert and take a circular route via
Campbell – CV 721 km 5.3 Fleix Restaurant Cavall Verd.
Fontilles back. Beautiful views and mostly on good tracks.
Drive through Campell from Orba on CV 721 towards Fleix,
just outside Campell km5.3km turn left to restaurant Cavall
Verd. Park up by the sports pitch.
E/A
Lliber
Lliber. 38.743023, 0.00611. Lliber square next to church.
A circular stroll around Lliber, almost all good tracks.
Lliber. Village is in Jalon Valley on CV 750 between Senija Optional lunch
and Jalon
Alcala de la Jovada Alcala de la Jovada. 38.79408, -0.25385. From the Orba to A circular walk mainly on wide tracks and clear paths. The
MS/B
Pego road near Pego take the CV712 signed to Vall d’Ebo. route along the ridge, which is optional, is "off piste".
Continue past Vall d’Ebo to Alcala de la Jovada and park on
the furthest edge of village near the public swimming pool
(swimming).
Alcala de la Jovada Alcala de la Jovada. 38.79408, -0.25385 From the Orba to A pleasant walk with splendid views of the Gallinera valley
S/B
Pego road near Pego take the CV712 signed to Vall d’Ebo.
Continue past Vall d’Ebo to Alcala de la Jovada and park on
the furthest edge of village near the public swimming pool
(swimming).
S/B
Benirrama
Benirrama. 38.830598,-0.196348. Take CV700 from Pego, Mainly good tracks with some rough patches. Up the
direction Planes and turn left to village at km 46.5. Turn
mozarabic trail at the back of Benirama up to the Forada
right as you enter the village to parking area.
ridge and then some road work to a dew pool. Onwards
then to Val d'EbBo via the Ebo gorge, through the village
and some more road work up towards the col de Miserat.
Great views towards the coast and then back down the
mozarabic trail to Benirama.
S/B
Benissiva
Benissiva. 38.819540,-0.225273. Park behind Co-op in
Two different mozarabic paths to and from the ridge - very
Benissiva (on right just as you enter the village) CV700 km impressive. Route over quiet roads, tracks and paths. You
53.5 Pego to Planes road.
visit an impressive nevera (ice house), a cave house on the
ridge and the Forat (stone arch). Wonderful views of the
Vall de Gallinera.
VS/B
Pego
Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above A toughish walk with a mixture of marked roads, tracks and
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
paths. Fabulous views from the summit and down the
Barranco de la Canal. One ascent (which is not optional) is
steep, not a scramble, but steep, so the use of your hands
on occasions will prove helpful
VS/B
Pego
Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above Includes summits of Miserat and Tossal Gran.
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
S/C/Scr Pego
Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above A tough walk (much off piste) over summits of Bodoix and
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
Cristalls de Montegre.
S/B
Val D'Ebo
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to A rewarding walk mainly on marked or well used paths and
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
a little on a quiet country road. There is a little “off-piste”
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and but this is good underfoot and not scratchy. A must for the
park at the edge of the village.
views.
S/B
Val d'Ebo
Val D'Ebo. 38.806480 -0.157436. From the CV 715 -Orba to Christened the “easy out hard back” by some wag it starts
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
with a lovely mozarabic path ascent, then a simple strolly
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and with lovely views, down to the barranco (part of the 5000
park at the edge of the village.
steps) and back via the barranco. A very interesting return.
S/B
Valld'Ebo
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to An interesting walk that starts with a lovely mozarabic
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
ascent out of the valley. Splendid views from the summit of
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and Tossal Grau and the Solana del Garrofer ridge.
park at the edge of the village.

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear

Dogs on lead -38.804969

-0.155881

http://tinyurl.com/lyth99o

No dogs

38.838379

-0.121313

http://tinyurl.com/kgabm8n

No dogs

38.80654

,-0.157267

Dogs on lead 38.753949

-0.111884

No dogs

38.729968

0.055838

Dogs on lead 38.639605

0.070054

Dogs on lead 38.639605

0.070054

Dogs on a le 38.727882

0.042819

No dogs

-0.127234

38.773696

Dogs on lead 38.781806

0-0.104587

Dogs on lead 38.743023

0.00611

Dogs on lead 38.79408

-0.25385

Dogs on lead 38.79408

-0.25385

Dogs on lead 38.830598

-0.196348

Dogs on a le 38.81954

-0.225273

Dogs on a le 38.838379

-0.121313

No dogs

38.838379

-0.121313

No dogs

38.838379

-0.121313

http://tinyurl.com/o4pj5dk

http://tinyurl.com/jt45gkw

Dogs on lead 38.80654

-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/pohg892

Dogs on lead 38.80654

-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/pq685og

Dogs on a le 38.80654

,-0.157267

Last Updated 29th August 2016
Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am

2

Del Gadd

Cabo San Antonio & Watchtower

14

5

300

MS/B

Javea

20

Del Gadd

Smugglers Cove of Cala Llebeig

8

4

300

M/B

Moraira

510

Dick Handscombe

Drova Valley Circuit

14

4

200

M

Barx

462

Dick Handscombe

Drova valley east

8 – 10 3½

200

E

Barx

10:30

464

Dick Handscombe

Drova valley north

12

3–4

300

M

Barx

10:30

465

Dick Handscombe

Drova valley south

12

3–4

300

M

Barx

10:30

463

Dick Handscombe

Drova valley west

8 – 10 3½

200

E

Barx

10:30

500

Dick Handscombe

Foothills of Montduver

10

3

200

E

Barx

79

Dick Handscombe

Hidden Drova Flower valleys

12

4

350

M

Barx

498

Dick Handscombe

La Drova to seaview lookout

8

3

200

E

Barx

499

Dick Handscombe

Pla de Corral circuit

10

3

200

E

Barx

80

Dick Handscombe

Valley&Sea Views

10

3½

200

E/A

Barx

81

Dick Handscombe

Water Mountain from Barx

12

4

400

M/B/Scr Barx

82

Geoff Cobb

Segaria Circuit from Benimeli

13

5½

680

S/B

Benimeli

534

Geoff Cobb

Ѧ Miserat summit (optional) from
Benirrama Ѧ

12.6

5

600

MS/B

Benirrama

221

Geoff Cobb

The Bull Stroll * Bull run but taken at a 18
gentle pace.

6

1070

VS/C*

Fleix

Javea Port. 38.796892,0.183279 Meet in public car park
opposite fish market.
Moraira. L’Arnella. 38.703668, 0.144938 Take road from
Moraira to El Portet for approx. 2 km. At El Manet sign turn
left into Camino de la Viuda and carry on for approx.2 km.

10:30

10:30

9:30

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

Latitude

Longitude

Impressive coastal views. Lunch at watchtower.

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear

No dogs

38.796892

0.183279

Route starts along a barranca to Cova Llebeig (smugglers No dogs
cove), along the undercliff, passing caves to the mirador
above, Playa de Moraig (Cumbre del Sol)- option to visit the
rock formation at Cala Moraig - and returning along the
same route. Some parts of the route,ie. The barranco and
the steep decent needs care.
Scenic walk on mainly good tracks. And paths. A few
No dogs
sections stoney and steeper. Lunch available after
walk....bookings taken at start of walk.

38.703668

0.144938

39.011052

-0.299152

No dogs

39.011052

-0.299152

No dogs

39.011052

-0.299152

No dogs

39.011052

-0.299152

No dogs

39.011052

-0.299152

No dogs

39.011052

-0.299152

No dogs

39.011052

-0.299152

No dogs

39.011052

-0.299152

No dogs

39.011052

-0.299152

No dogs

39.011052

-0.299152

No dogs

38.820284

-0.043302

http://tinyurl.com/k2xeoa8

Dogs on lead 38.830598

-0.196348

http://tinyurl.com/npobsn8

No dogs

-0.110013

Barx. 39.011052, -0.299152 Town Hall car park, 14 km
from Gandia.Take second exit off N332 Gandia bypass
signposted Gandia/Barx. At roundabout at end of slip road
take second exit effectively turning left onto CV 675.Follow
road through orange groves,houses windy mountain road to
La Drova and continue onto main village of Barx. At
roundabout the big new town hall will be on your right.
Take first exit and immediately turn right, right again and
right again into car park.
Barx. 39.011052,-0.299152 Note different start time. Take Optional lunch - bookings taken at start of walk.. Good
second exit from N332 Gandia Bypass sign posted
tracks with good surface. Great views.
Gandi/Barx. Turn left around roundabout to Barx on CV
675. After 11 km pass through La Drova and continue to
Barx. Take first exit from Roundabout at entry to Barx and
almost immediately turn right and right again in front of
town hall. Park in car park just beyond town hall.
Barx. 39.011052,-0.299152 Note different start time. Take Optional lunch - bookings taken at start of walk.s. Good
second exit from N332 Gandia Bypass sign posted
road, paths and tracks, some rough bits. Great views.
Gandi/Barx. Turn left around roundabout to Barx on CV
675. After 11 km pass through La Drova and continue to
Barx. Take first exit from Roundabout at entry to Barx and
almost immediately turn right and right again in front of
town hall. Park in car park just beyond town hall.
Barx. 39.011052,-0.299152 Note different start time. Take Optional lunch - bookings taken at start of walk.. Generally
second exit from N332 Gandia Bypass sign posted
good tracks and paths, some slippery after rain. Great
Gandi/Barx. Turn left around roundabout to Barx on CV
views.
675. After 11 km pass through La Drova and continue to
Barx. Take first exit from Roundabout at entry to Barx and
almost immediately turn right and right again in front of
town hall. Park in car park just beyond town hall.
Barx. 39.011052,-0.299152 Note different start time. Take Optional lunch - bookings taken at start of walk.. Good
second exit from N332 Gandia Bypass sign posted
tracks with good surface. Great views.
Gandi/Barx. Turn left around roundabout to Barx on CV
675. After 11 km pass through La Drova and continue to
Barx. Take first exit from Roundabout at entry to Barx and
almost immediately turn right and right again in front of
town hall. Park in car park just beyond town hall.
Barx. 39.011052, -0.299152 Town Hall car park, 14 km
Good wide tracks. Great views if fine. Lunch in local
from Gandia.Take second exit off N332 Gandia bypass
restaurant at end if interested - bookings taken at start of
signposted Gandia/Barx. At roundabout at end of slip road walk.
take second exit effectively turning left onto CV 675.Follow
road through orange groves,houses windy mountain road to
La Drova and continue onto main village of Barx. At
roundabout the big new town hall will be on your right.
Take first exit and immediately turn right, right again and
right again into carpark.10 minute drive at 10.30 to start of
walk.
Barx. 39.011052,-0.299152 Note different start time. Take A medium walk with a mix of rocky paths and broad stony
second exit from Gandia bypass to Barx. Drive up through tracks, with luck, lots of flowers.
orange groves mountains and La Drova to roundabout at
entrance to Barx. Just after roundabout turn right and
immediately right again and park in car park of new town
hall.
Barx. La Font,La Drova, 12km from Gandia 2 km before
Wooded and open mountainsides, great views. Lunch in
Barx Take second exit off N332 Gandia bypass signposted local restaurant at end if interested. bookings taken at start
Gandia/Barx. At roundabout at end of slip road take second of walk.
exit effectively turning left onto CV 675. Follow road
through orange groves, houses, windy mountain road to La
Drova. At end of pine trees lining road turn left to La Font
and park in next 100 metres.
Barx. 39.011052, -0.299152 Town Hall car park, 14 km
Good wide tracks. Interesting rural wooded walk. Lunch in
from Gandia.Take second exit off N332 Gandia bypass
local restaurant at end if interested. bookings taken at start
signposted Gandia/Barx. At roundabout at end of slip road of walk.
take second exit effectively turning left onto CV 675.Follow
road through orange groves,houses windy mountain road to
La Drova and continue onto main village of Barx. At
roundabout the big new town hall will be on your right.
Take first exit and immediately turn right, right again and
right again into car park.15 minute drive at 10.30 to start of
walk.
Barx. 39.011052,-0.299152 Take second exit from Gandia Optional lunch – bookings taken at start of walk. Gentle
bypass to Barx. Drive up through orange groves mountains uphill on good tracks with alternative straight return or
and La Drova to roundabout at entrance to Barx. Just after narrow path. To be decided on day by discussion with
roundabout turn right and immediately right again and park group. Group could split for return.
in car park of new town hall.
Barx. 39.011052,-0.299152 Take second exit from Gandia Interesting walk along rough tracks with a bit of
bypass to Barx. Drive up through orange groves mountains scrambling.
and La Drova to roundabout at entrance to Barx. Just after
roundabout turn right and immediately right again and park
in car park of new town hall. If you are early there is now a
café in the town hall.
Benimeli.38.820284,-0.043302 Take CV729 to Benimeli. In A very pleasant walk around this rugged mountain with an
centre of Benimeli turn off CV729 at brown sign “Pou de
option to take in the lowest of the three peaks.
Baix”. Park near outdoor piscina.
Benirrama. 38.830598,-0.196348. Take CV700 from Pego, Majority on well defined paths, tracks and a small amount
direction Planes and turn left to village at km 46.5. Turn
on quiet country roads with the final stretch on an excellent
right as you enter the village to parking area.
Mozarabic path. Optional summit on recently marked path
Fleix. 38.778276 -0.110013. Note different start time. Park Circular Route; from Fleix down thro' tunnel to Isbert's
opposite the school in the new car park in Fleix on the
Dam. Climb steep 'shelf' to left of road and continue
CV718.
upwards for an hour. Swing round to Mozarabic Path
leading eventually to Benimaurel, but leaving this path to
descend the 'corkscrew' (If conditions allow). Then rejoin
the path & onwards to Benimaurel. From there it is back to
Fleix by way of the old road. Taken at a gentle pace.

No dogs

38.778276
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

468

Geoff Cobb

Ѧ Montgo - Denia Cross from Los Lagos 13
Ѧ

5

600

MS

Jesus Pobre

469

Geoff Cobb

Denia via Montgo Slopes from La Xara
station

14

5

500

MS

425

Geoff Cobb

501

Geoff Cobb

Col de Rates from Parcent

11

3½

435

MS/A

Ѧ Storming Castell d'Aixa Ѧ

15

6

750

S/B

83
86

Geoff Cobb

Tossal Gran (Albert's Peak) from Pego

15

5½

650

S/B

Geoff Ellis

Ѧ Aitana summit and edges Ѧ

12

4½

500

MS/B/Sc

84

Geoff Ellis

2000 Steps (extended version)

14

5

450

MS/B

85

Geoff Ellis

5000 Steps

15

5½

800

S/B

87

Geoff Ellis

Ѧ Caballo Verde Ridge from Benimaurell 15
Ѧ

5

500

MS/B/Sc

88

Geoff Ellis

Granadella

14

5½

400

MS/B

89

Geoff Ellis

Granadella walk and beach

7

3

400

MS/B

43

Geoff Ellis

Ѧ Malla de Llop Famorca Ѧ

12

5

700

S/B

90

Geoff Ellis

Ѧ Montgo Cross Ѧ

14

5

600

S/B/Scr

91

Geoff Ellis

Ѧ Two summits of Montgo (Experienced 13
Walkers Only) Ѧ

5

810

VS/B/Scr

337

Geoff Ellis

Senija Cross and Cova Garganta

5.5

3

300

M/B

112

Gordon Gleeson

Fleix Geocentric

14

5

680

S/B

115

Gordon Gleeson

The Bull Run (Experienced Walkers
Only)

18

5

1070

VS/C/Scr

114

Gordon Gleeson

Rates Circuit&Summit

12

5

550

MS/B

113

Gordon Gleeson

Llosa Leg Stretcher

16

6

650

S/B

116

Helen&Mike Granville

5 Pueblos

12

4½

450

MS/A

117

Helen&Mike Granville

Benirrama to Forat and back via Alt de
Xap

15

6

650

S/B

119

Helen&Mike Granville

Ѧ Montgo Summit from Denia Ѧ

15

6

650

S/B/Scr

120

Helen&Mike Granville

Val d’Ebo Circuit

15

5

500

MS/B

121

Helen&Mike Granville

Val d’Ebo/barranco del Infierno Circuit

15

5½

350

MS/B

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am
Jesus Pobre. 38.801992 0.094628.Los Lagos. km 6 on
CV735 between La Xara (near Denia) and Javea. Turn into
Los Lagos, then immediately left and park.

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

The walk will be on well defined paths but a little rough
No dogs
underfoot in one or two places. We shall ascend to Denia
Cross which is the western summit of Montgo and return
via its western slopes.
La Xara
La Xara. Meet at La Xara railway station (very limited
From the railway halt we shall ascend the western slopes of No dogs
parking). You can park and take the train from Calpe
Montgo on good paths before descending to Denia from
(9.12), Benissa (9.25), Teulada (9.30) or Gata (9.39). Buy a where we shall return by train to La Xara.
return to Denia.
Parcent
Parcent. 38.737902 -0.074662 Note different start time.
Beautiful views from top.
Dogs on
Bar/Restaurante Piscina. From Parcent take CV715 (Rates
to Tarbena road) for about 1 km. Car park on right.
Pedreguer
Pedreguer. 38.79072, 0.033728, Follow the CV720 out of
A splendid longer walk on well defined paths through
No dogs
Pedreguer towards Llosa and Alcalali. On the outskirts of
attractive scenery. Steep climb before lunch then enjoyable
the village there is a brown sign pointing to the L for the
high level stroll back. Great views especially after storming
Ermita. Follow this road – initially Avenida Maria Lopez it
the castle
soon becomes Carrer del Migdia. Ignore any side turns to
the L slanting downhill. The road narrows a little, goes
across a crossroad and then reaches a T junction. Turn R
(Carrer Passatge) and park.
Pego
Pego. 38.838379 -0.121313. Plaza del Metge Almela, above Small amount on roads, but mainly on marked paths.
No dogs
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
Lovely walk with splendid views.
Benifato
Benifato. 38.657767,-0.241871 Fuente Partagas. Turn left The scramble is one brief steep section (“fat man’s
No dogs
to Benifato off the CV70, Guadalest-Confrides road and
agony”). Superb views from summit and ridges.
then right at sign, just as enter the village, to Fuente
Partagas. Continue for 10 minutes sticking to main route
climbing up to the fuente (ignoring first fork left and next
right).
Benimaurell
Benimaurell. 38.773696,-0.127234 On entering village take Walk down to barranco del Rancon, across to broad track Dogs on
first right and follow road around edge of village in the
and return via Caballo Verde ridge.
direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on right just before Bar
Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
Benimaurell
Benimaurell. 38.773696,-0.127234 On entering village take The classic mozarabic trail route with three steep descents Dogs on
first right and follow road around edge of village in the
and ascents to the Rio Ebo, Barranco del Infierno and
direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on right just before Bar Barranco de Racons.
Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
Benimaurell
Benimaurell. 38.773696,-0.127234 On entering village take Walk runs from Benimaurell to Fleix and then length of the No dogs
first right and follow road around edge of village in the
Caballo Verde Ridge, excluding Peñons.
direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on right just before Bar
Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
Benitachell
Benitachell. 38.724428, 0.169777, Hipica horse stables.
Walk via barranco to cove with optional swim. Lunch at
No dogs
Coming from Javea to Benitachell, at the traffic lights just castle preceding a steep climb to ridge and return to cars.
past Mas y Mas take the left turn to Cumbre. Follow the
road all the way up the hill past the building on the RHS
labelled 'Informacion'. Shortly after this the road forks and
is signposted to 'Hipica Bar', take this left fork. Then keep
left by some dustbins. Take the next right and park.
Benitachell
Granadella beach car park. 38.729651, 0.196385
Steep climb via castle and ridge with circular descent and Dogs on
return to beach for lunch and swim.
Famorca
Famorca. 38.731422, -0.245907. Font at entrance to
Ascent Malla del Llop and return via canal and new route to Dogs on
village. first road in village after Castells.
Famorca. Spectacular views and mozarabic trails.
Jesus Pobre
Jesus Pobre. 38.801992 0.094628.Los Lagos. km 6 on
Climb to cross via Jesus Pobre gulley route.
Dogs on
CV735 between La Xara (near Denia) and Javea. Turn into
Los Lagos, then immediately left and park.
Jesus Pobre
Jesus Pobre. 38.801992 0.094628.Los Lagos. km 6 on
Via the Jesus Pobre gulley, the walk proceeds first to the
No dogs
CV735 between La Xara (near Denia) and Javea. Turn into main summit and then back to the Denia Cross taking the
Los Lagos, then immediately left and park.
ridge route. Walkers should note that this section is difficult
under foot and slightly exposed in a couple of places.
Return to Los Lagos via the length of the Montgo.
Senija
10:30 Senija. 38.727882,0.042819, Ave Cortes Valencia on new
Optional lunch at end of walk. See menu on web-site in
Dogs on
wide road to back of Senija. From Benissa fork right at
Stop Press at end of April. Names and choices to leader at
beginning of village; from Lliber double back left at end of least 4 days ahead. Short Scramble.
villaje and park anywhere legal on wide road.
Fleix
Fleix. 38.778276 -0.110013. Park opposite the school in the From Fleix head thro the tunnel to Isbert's Dam then along No dogs
new car park in Fleix on the CV718.
the valley floor before climbing to Fontilles. After which we
climb thro pleasant woodland and good paths past Font De
Gel and continue upwards before swinging round to walk
back down to Fleix.
Fleix
Fleix. 38.778276 -0.110013.Park opposite the school in the Circular Route; from Fleix down thro' tunnel to Isbert's
No dogs
new car park in Fleix on the CV718.
Dam. Climb steep 'shelf' to left of road and continue
upwards for an hour. Swing round to Mozarabic Path
leading eventually to Benimaurel, but leaving this path to
descend the 'corkscrew' (If conditions allow). Then rejoin
the path & onwards to Benimaurel. From there it is back to
Fliex by way of the old road. Done at a good pace with a
brief lunch stop.
Jalon
Jalon 38.744193,-0.017402. Car park under trees opposite Circumvent Rates clockwise with excursion to the optional Dogs on
Alleluya Bar at Information Office.
summit. Then descending through the Vall de Pop and to
Jalon.
Llosa de Camacho
Llosa de Camacho. 38.771385,-0.009079, On the CV720,
From Llosa climb to head of valley and on to Castell d'Aixa. Dogs on
Meet in car park near Farmacia.
Follow ridge path then descend below Castell de l'Ocaive.
before legging it back up to Llosa.
Benialli
Beniali. 38.821972,-0.220006 Follow the CV700 from Pego, Route takes us upwards towards the Forada ridge under
Dogs on
through Adsubia and reach the car park (with bins) at the the Forat and on to visit five of the eight villages in the
outskirts of the village.
beautiful Vall de Gallinera.
Benirrama
Benirrama. 38.830598,-0.196348. Take CV700 from Pego, From Benirama we walk towards Benisiva and from here up Dogs on
direction Planes and turn left to village at km 46.5. Turn
to the Forada ridge, we take a short detour to go to the
right as you enter the village to parking area.
Forat and then retrace our steps to walk along the top of
the Forada ridge to the cave house. Over the Alt de Xap
and then down the mozarabic trail to Benirama.
Denia
Denia. 38.818249,0.106527 At the entrance to the Parque An “up and down” walk with a steady climb to the summit No dogs
Natural above the Ermita Pare Pere on Calle Fenas in Denia. of Montgo. 360 degree views from the top. Slight scramble
from the top – helps to have long legs! Also helps to be
sure footed with a head for heights.
Val d'Ebo
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to Up to the start of the mozarabic trail to Benirrama and then Dogs on
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
back via a pretty gorge to Val d’Ebo (excl.Barranco del
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and Infierno). Lovely views.
park at the edge of the village.
Val d'Ebo
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to Christened the “easy out hard back” by some wag it starts Dogs on
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
with a lovely mozarabic path ascent, then a simple strolly
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and with lovely views, down to the barranco (part of the 5000
park at the edge of the village.
steps) and back via the barranco. A very interesting return.

Latitude

Longitude

38.801992

0.094628

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear

-0.074662

http://tinyurl.com/pp4k8m6

38.79072

0.033728

http://tinyurl.com/hfhm82q

38.838379

-0.121313

http://tinyurl.com/l2g3ayp

38.657767

-0.241871

http://tinyurl.com/kzcfp4g

lead 38.773696

-0.127234

lead 38.773696

-0.127234

38.773696

-0.127234

38.724428

0.169777

lead 38.729651

0.196385

lead 38.731422

-0.245907

lead 38.801992

0.094628

38.801992

0.094628

lead 38.727882

0.042819

lead 38.737902

http://tinyurl.com/k8n24rq

http://tinyurl.com/osjjv5g

38.778276

-0.110013

http://tinyurl.com/pe8pxu8

38.778276

-0.110013

http://tinyurl.com/hhxlfup

lead 38.744193

-0.017402

lead 38.771385

-0.009079

lead 38.821972

-0.220006

http://tinyurl.com/pucw9pw

lead 38.830598

-0.196348

http://tinyurl.com/hsak6ko

0.106527

http://tinyurl.com/jgul4le

lead 38.80654

-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/hh2vatr

lead 38.80654

-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/pq685og

38.818249
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

441

Jean Russell

Benimaurell Figure of 8

10

5

500

MS/B

Benimaurell

406

Jean Russell

Marnes Dos Barrancos

13

5

500

MS/B

Benissa

140

Jean Russell

Tossal Trails

13

4½

450

141

Jean Russell

Tossal Trails Extra

12

5

550

495

Jean Russell

Calpe tennis club to Olta camp-site and 7
back

2½

225

137

Jean Russell

Olta Circuit from Calpe

12

4½

350

139

Jean Russell

Olta Variations...

14

5 1/2

650

487

Jean Russell

Round and about Little Olta

17

5½

430

138

Jean Russell

Ѧ Olta summit and circuit Ѧ

14

5½

600

135

Jean Russell

Loma Larga Circuit

10

4½

350

136

Jean Russell

Loma Larga Circuit (extended)

14

5

500

405

Jean Russell

Take the train!

12

5

600

445

Jo Fletcher

Solana del Garrofer de Adsubia

16.3

6

725

528

Jo Fletcher

Forada Ridge from Alcala de la Jovada

11

4

275

579

Jo Fletcher

Landing strip circuit from Alcala

8.8

2.33

210

567

Jo Fletcher

Beniali Circuit to La Carrotxa via
Pintures Rupestres

12

4½

600

21

Jo Fletcher

Sender Del Seguili

10

4

350

78

Jo Fletcher

Vall d'Ebo circuit from Benimaurell

17.7

7

856

234

Jo Fletcher

Marnes Circuit

10

4½

300

570

Jo Fletcher

Castell de Castells Circuit

10

3½

387

568

Jo Fletcher

Serella castle and Aixorta flanks from
Castell de Castells

15

5

780

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am
Benimaurell. 38.773696,-0.127234 On entering village take
first right and follow road around edge of village in the
direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on right just before Bar
Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
Benissa. 38.67821,-0.01726 1 km after Pinos restaurant on
Benissa-Bernia road (CV749) take right hand junction just
over bridge towards Marnes. Park after 200m.

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

Latitude

Longitude

A descent through the head of the Vall de Llaguart,
returning via part of the Caballo Verde Ridge. Spectacular
views.

No dogs

38.773696

-0.127234

38.67821

-0.01726

38.729968

0.055838

38.729968

0.055838

38.6481

0.05009

38.6481

0.05009

38.650851

0.032648

38.6481

0.05009

38.6481

0.05009

38.730152

0.009657

38.730152

0.009657

38.84845

-0.15185

http://tinyurl.com/kqs8rcl

38.79408

-0.25385

http://tinyurl.com/q8l9lpo

38.79408

-0.25385

http://tinyurl.com/owxf98d

38.821972

-0.220006

http://tinyurl.com/pfnsh3m

38.793019

-0.028016

38.773696

-0.127234

38.67821

-0.01726

38.723848

-0.194751.

http://tinyurl.com/zzow9tr

38.723848

-0.194751

http://tinyurl.com/nnrmnsj

This is an adapted version of Charles Pye's Tres Barrancos No dogs
walk. The route takes us up to the Bernia campsite and
from there winds round and up to the Cau before returning
via the L'Aspre barranco. Excellent views.
MS/B
Benissa
Benissa.38.729968, 0.055838, Just before the Benissa
Partly new route in the Benissa/Gata area. Wonderful
Dogs on lead
access to the motorway take the small sliproad on the right views.
and follow signs to the “cementerio” and meet there. There
will be a very short drive to the start of the walk.
MS/B
Benissa
Benissa.38.729968, 0.055838, Just before the Benissa
Partly new route in the Benissa/Gata area. Wonderful
No dogs
access to the motorway take the small sliproad on the right views.
and follow signs to the “cementerio” and meet there. There
will be a very short drive to the start of the walk.
M
Calpe
Calpe. 38.64810, 0.05009. Calpe tennis club (coming into
A circular walk through the countryside from Calpe up to
Dogs on lead
Calpe from the N332, turn left at the Mas y Mas Centro
the Olta camp-site, returning via the railway station. This is
Comercial roundabout and park by the tennis club or
a morning walk and gets back in time for lunch in Calpe.
opposite).
MS/B
Calpe
Calpe. 38.64810, 0.05009. Calpe tennis club (coming into
Just scraping into the MS category due to rough tracks.
Dogs on lead
Calpe from the N332, turn left at the Mas y Mas Centro
From the tennis club the route takes us under the N332
Comercial roundabout and park by the tennis club or
and the railway line and up through the trees to the Olta
opposite).
campsite. From here we will do the “classic” Olta circuit in
reverse and make our way back via the station before
heading back into Calpe.
S/B
Calpe
Calpe. 38.650851,0.032648 Train station. From N332
A circular walk starting from Calpe station. The route is a
No dogs
station is signposted (you turn away from Calpe). Pass
mixture of familiar tracks and some new ones and includes
station, over crossing ample parking on right.
"the gully" and Olta North summit. Wonderful views.
MS/C
Calpe
Calpe. 38.64810, 0.05009. Calpe tennis club (coming into
This walk is a mixture of familiar tracks and some new
No dogs
Calpe from the N332, turn left at the Mas y Mas Centro
ones, Mainly rough underfoot it includes some (dry!)
Comercial roundabout and park by the tennis club or
riverbed walking, and (I promise) it will be taken at a
opposite).
"comfortable" pace. All the ascent is before lunch too.
Lovely views to Olta, the Loma Larga ridge and the
countryside around LLeus and Calpe.
S/B/Scr Calpe
Calpe. 38.64810, 0.05009. Calpe tennis club (coming into
A different route up to the campsite and then an alternative No dogs
Calpe from the N332, turn left at the Mas y Mas Centro
circuit and summit but anticlockwise and including some
Comercial roundabout and park by the tennis club or
new tracks.
opposite).
M/B
Jalon
Jalon. 38.730152,0.009657 Jalon Valley. Km8 on the
Circular route. Some vegetation. Great coast and
No dogs
CV750, Benissa to Jalon road, opposite Restaurant Venta
country views.
Roja, next to rubbish bins..
MS/B
Jalon
Jalon. 38.730152,0.009657 Jalon Valley. Km8 on the
Circular route. Some vegetation. Great coast and country
No dogs
CV750, Benissa to Jalon road, opposite Restaurant Venta
views.
Roja, next to rubbish bins..
MS/B
La Xara
10:45 La Xara. Meet at La Xara railway station (very limited
This is a new route starting from La Xara train halt and
No dogs
parking). You can park and take the train from Calpe
finishing at Denia station. The route takes us along the
(9.12), Benissa (9.25), Teulada (9.30) or Gata (9.39). Buy a lower slopes of Montgo and then follows a steep track up
return to Denia.
towards the summit,. After lunch, a steep, slippery and
sometimes exposed track takes us down towards the
outskirts of Denia. We finish with a half an hours walk on
quiet roads before arriving back at the staion bar.
S/B
Adsubia
Adsubia. 38.84845,-0.15185 Follow CV700 from Pego to
An interesting route mainly over tracks and paths (with a
Dogs on lead
Adsubia. Towards the end of the village turn left at Bar
little on quiet country roads) and some "off piste" but not
Moleta and park where convenient.
scratchy ridge walking with a degree of boulder hopping
over this section. Well worth the effort
Alcala de la Jovada Alcala de la Jovada. 38.79408, -0.25385 From the Orba to A pleasant walk with splendid views of the Gallinera valley. Dogs on lead
M/B
Pego road near Pego take the CV712 signed to Vall d’Ebo. Will be taken at a gentle pace due to vejez (crumbliness) of
Continue past Vall d’Ebo to Alcada de la Jovada and park on leader. Lunch at end of walk (Details tba)
edge of village near the swimming pool.
M/A
Alcala de la J 10:30 Alcaa de la Jovado, 38.79408, -0.25385 Note different start A circular walk all on wide forestry tracks and clearly
No dogs
time. From the Orba to Pego road near Pego take the
defined paths. Ideal for a pre-lunch appetiser. You’ll visit a
CV712 signed to Vall d’Ebo. Continue past Vall d’Ebo to
landing strip used for refuelling aircraft when involved in fire
Alcala de la Jovada and park on the furthest edge of village fighting, two well preserved neveras (icehouses) an ancient
near the public swimming pool (swimming).
wine pressing “thing”, a spot where a treaty was signed
between the Moors and Christians in 1245 and an ancient
aqueduct which you’ll have the pleasure on walking over
(don’t worry it’s only small) AND ALL THIS BEFORE
LUNCH !!
MS/B
Beniali
Beniali 38.821972, -0.220006 Follow the CV700 from Pego Exploring the valley sides to gain good views of the
Dogs on lead
up the Gallinera valley and park in the car park on the LHS Gallinera villages with a chance to add in the ancient cave
on the outskirts of the village as you enter.
paintings at the end.
M/B
Benidoleig
10:30 Benidoleig. 38.793019, -0.028016 Enter Benidoleig using
A recently created walk PR-CV445 around the hills above
Dogs on lead
the CV 731 or CV733. At the roundabout in Benidoleig you the village of Benidoleig. The walk has wonderful views
will see the Bar Ballesta. Park down the side of the bar
down into the Orba valley and out to the coast. Along the
either using the parking places by the recycling area or use route there are information boards identifying flora and
the road by the modern townhouses.
fauna and historical landmarks. A couple of steep sections
of path but the going is good.
VS/B
Benimaurell
Benimaurell. 38.773696,-0.127234 On entering village take A testing walk partly over well established paths and tracks, Dogs on lead
first right and follow road around edge of village in the
some over less well established paths and animal tracks
direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on right just before Bar and about 2km “off-piste” over rocky terrain.Wonderful
Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
views from start to finish over sections of Sierras Caballo
Verde and Carrasca. Can be shortened if conditions require
it.
M/B
Benissa
Benissa. 38.67821,-0.01726 1 km after Pinos restaurant on This route is in reverse . (A Peter Barraclough Wallk)
No dogs
Benissa-Bernia road (CV749) take right hand junction just
over bridge towards Marnes. Park after 200m.
Castell de Castells Castell de Castells. 38.723848 -0.194751. Take the CV720 This is an ideal Sunday morning walk all on very good
M/A
No dogs
from Parcent and Benichembla to Castell de Castells. In the tracks and paths. It starts fairly steeply uphill but after that it
village, immediately opposite Hotel Serrella (on the RHS)
meanders gently cross country and back to Castells. Our
turn L. After 20 m. turn L again into Calle Jose Antontio and route passes Font de la Retura a very pleasant spot before
them almost immediately L again down a ramp into the
crossing the CV752 to reach an interesting ruin which is
signed parking area.
bound to cause discussion.
Castell de Castells
S/B
Castell de Castells. 38.723848, -0.194751 Take the CV720 A good stretch almost entirely on good tracks and paths to Dogs on lead
through Pedreguer and Parcent to reach the village of
the castle (optional scramble) and on to the flanks of
Castells. On entering the village the car park is on the L at a Aixorta with panoramic views out towards the coast.
T-jnc. Turn into calle Jose Antonion and drop down a ramp
into the car park.
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http://tinyurl.com/pflsd26

http://tinyurl.com/ozjqgy6

http://tinyurl.com/k9cf5po
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

563

Jo Fletcher

Aldea De Las Cuevas Circuit

13.6

5

480

MS/B

Pedreguer

470

Jo Fletcher

Tarbena circuit to Font d'Olbis - short - 14
anticlockwise

5

675

S/B

Tarbena

548

Jo Fletcher

Montnegre circuit from Val D'Ebo

13

5

560

MS/B

Val D'Ebo

73

Jo Fletcher

Sierra de Sireret

13

5

670

S/B

Val d'Ebo

22

Jo Fletcher

Vall de Ebo to the Corral de la Carrasca 9

4

330

M/B

Val D'Ebo

67

Jo Fletcher

Ѧ Carrasca Ridge via barranco del
Infierno Ѧ

13

4½

600

MS/C

Val d'Ebo

585

Jo Fletcher

Ѧ Montduver figure of eight Ѧ

12

5½

870

VS/B

Xeraco

168

John and Anne Bennett

5000 Steps

15

6

800

S/B

Benimaurell

440

John and Anne Bennett

Penya Roc Circuit

16

6 plus

882

VS/A

Guadalest

167

John and Anne Bennett

Under &Over Penya Mulero

19

6

700

S/A

Guadalest

142

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Abdet figure of 8

11

3½

350

M/B

Abdet

565

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Abdet Valley Circuit

16

5½

780

S/B

Abdet

553

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Albir to Benidorm Old Town via Sierra
Helada. Lunch then bus return

13

4½

600

S/B/Scr Albir

161

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Sierra Helada from Benidorm (bus
shuttle)

11

5

800

S/B/Scr Albir

149

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Embalse de Guadalest Lunch

10

3

120

E/A

Beniarda

183

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Confrides Castle circuit

13

5

740

S/B

Benifato

152

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Partagat-Confrides Castle circuit

12

4½

400

MS/B

Benifato

146

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Ѧ Aitana, & Penya Mulero Ѧ

15

5½

800

S/B/Scr Benifato

155

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Pinos Valleys

16

6

600

S/B

Benissa

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am
Pedreguer. 38.797891, 0.009392 . From Pedreguer head
out of town on the CV720 heading towards Llosa de
Camacho/Alcalali. Before leaving the town TR onto CV 733
signed to Benidoleig. After 2 kms park along the white wall.
From Orba head to Benidoleig on CV 731. At Benidoleig
head towards Pedreguer on CV733. Pass the Restaurant El
Cid and the Benidoleig caves. Go straight on for about 3km
until the 2km post where you park between the Restaurant
and the Garden Centre.
Tarbena 38.695027, - 0.103789 From CV715 Tarbena /
Parcent road turn into car park near childrens' play area in
Tarbena
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and
park at the edge of the village.

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

Latitude

A new walk around a little walked valley. The walk starts
Dogs on lead 38.797891
with a climb out of the ‘Bull Farm’ valley on a Mozarabic
path. The path, track and roads lead to a good viewing
point for lunch before descending back above the
Llosa/Pedreguer valley with views of the Castells d’Aixa
ridge. Although this route is all on marked paths there is a
section that is very uneven

A delightful walk with constantly changing scenery along
Dogs on lead
generally easy tracks and paths with a finish looking over
Paso Tancat – a wonderful gorge.
A walk around the Montnegre NE of the village of Vall De
Dogs on lead
Ebo. The route initially follows the river before climbing out
of the valley on indistinct Mozarabic paths. It then uses
better paths and tracks to circumnavigate the Montnegre
feature. You will experience wonderful views down to the
coast and into the Pego valley before returning past the
donkey sanctuary and back down good paths to Vall De
Ebo.
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to A walk out to the West side of Vall D'Ebo which starts and Dogs on lead
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
ends on country roads but is then mainly on rough animal
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and tracks which can be a little scratchy in places. Initially
park at the edge of the village.
following the Rio Ebo the walk makes its way around and
onto the Serra Sireret taking in some unspoilt valleys and
ridges with spectacular 360⁰ views. Although the walk is
rough underfoot in places and has a couple of strenuous
climbs it is worth the effort.
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to A walk along the Riu D’Ebo to the start of the Barranco
Dogs on lead
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
Inferno. A climb up to the area below Montnegre (Corral de
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and la Carrasca) and along to the Pla de Mollo before decending
park at the edge of the village.
back down to Vall D’Ebo.
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to Route takes us down the barranco which is rocky
Dogs on lead
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
underfoot, up a marked path for half the ascent with the
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and remainder over rough (but not scratchy) terrain onto the
park at the edge of the village.
ridge and back down marked paths and tracks.
At km 231.2 on the N332 going N look for a Patri
A route up to the summit of this attractive mountain and
Dogs on lead
supermarket on the RHS. Take the next turning L into a
then back above some imposing crags to return to the
campo road and follow this over the motorway and up into valley.
the valley until just before the tarmac ends where there is
parking in front of a ruin on the LHS.
Benimaurell. 38.773696,-0.127234 On entering village take The first classic walk on the Costa Blanca, following the
No dogs
first right and follow road around edge of village in the
Mozarabic trail route with three steep descents and
direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on right just before Bar ascents. Time to admire the views and any flowers, hence
Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
up to six hours. A full day in the mountains, so bring plenty
of water and food.
Guadelest.38.654004, -0.177488, CV70 between La Nucia Climb up to the Paso de Contadors from the Restaurant,
Dogs on lead
and Guadalest. Park in Rincon de Pepe’s car park and be
turn south and down into the Arc Valley, then we head
sure to have a drink there afterwards to reward him.
N/W up to the Col between Penyo Roc and Penyo Mulero,
then down towards Font Moli ( Benimantel ) then head east
to the cars. There are great views where ever you are. A
moderate pace, plenty of stops. This is a long walk, please
bring plenty of water and food.
Guadelest.38.654004, -0.177488, CV70 between La Nucia Fantastic views of the Serrella range, Aixorta, Guadalest
Dogs on lead
and Guadalest. Park in Rincon de Pepe’s car park and be
Valley, the Bernia and Puig Campana. A good day in the
sure to have a drink there afterwards to reward him.
mountains. Moderate pace.
Abdet. 38.6946,-0.2570. Car park through village of Abdet. Optional lunch at Casa Paco in Benimantell. The best Menu No dogs
From Guadalest towards Confrides approx 5 km past
del Dia in the valley!
Beniarda turn right to Abdet. Go through narrow street to
car park.
Abdet. 38.6981,-0.2637 At Km 24.3, just East of Confrides, A series of loops to explore the Abdet valley with lunch on Dogs on lead
Turn off CV 70 on CV 7560 towards Abdet. After 1km Turn a ridge overlooking the Guadalest Valley. Lots of good
left and after a further 100 m keep left again (opposite
tracks, a few steams to cross and spectacular scenery. A
rubbish containers). Follow road up for 1.35 km to start of Kees Andriessen walk
walk.
Albir. 38.5709, -0.0698. Park in car park behind “Consum” Stiff climb out of Albir then undulations to Benidorm with
No dogs
supermarket in centre of Albir on right-hand side of road
stunning views. One descent is steep and scrambly. At
from N332 (McDonald’s crossing) and the beach. After
Benidorm we will walk along the beach (bring a towel if you
parking cross the road in front of Consum and meet at the want to paddle) to the Old Town for a superb menu del dia
cafe Malibu where the coffee is good.
in “Tapas Alley”. The number 10 bus will carry us back to
the cars.
Albir. 38.5709, -0.0698 Park in car park behind
Bus (have change for the fare) to Benidorm, then a
No dogs
“Consum”supermarket in centre of Albir on right-hand side spectacular cliff-top walk. Pace will be slow to take in the
of road from N332 (McDonald’s crossing) and the beach.
views. A drink on the seafront awaits us at the end of the
After parking cross the road in front of Consum and meet at walk.
the cafe where the coffee is good.
Beniadá. 38.682306,-0.216913 From Guadalest take CV70 Circular walk around the Embalse followed by optional
Dogs on lead
through Benimantell and turn right at next junction to
lunch (not for dogs). Sign leader's sheet to indicate choice
Beniadá. Park in car park on left after passing restaurant La of main meal if lunching.
Mezquita.
Benifato, 38.657767, -0.241871 Take GuadalestMostly good paths. The semi-scramble to the castle Dogs on lea
Alcoy road. After Benimantell near to km 28, take
is optional for those without a head for heights.
road signed to Benifató. Go to edge of village where Note no car shuttle on this varient
the the village name sign “Benifató” is and turn
right. There is a sign Fuente Partagat on the wall.
Follow this road for 2.4 km and turn Right onto
asphalted lane. After 500m park near small bridge.
Benifato.38.657767,-0.241871. Partagat picnic area. Take Mostly good paths. The semi-scramble to the castle is
Dogs on lead
Guadalest-Alcoy road. After Benimantell near to km 28, take optional for those without a head for heights.
road signed to Benifató. Go to edge of village where the
village name sign “Benifató” is and turn right. There is a
sign Fuente Partagat on the wall. Follow this road to the
fuente – a 10 minute steep climb. Car shuttle.
Benifato. 38.657767,-0.241871 Partagat picnic area. Take A mixture of good paths. Small scramble to Fat Man’s
No dogs
Guadalest-Alcoy road. After Benimantell near to km 28, take Agony. Good ridge walking with two shaley descents.
road signed to Benifató. Go to edge of village where the the Splendid views if a clear day on region’s highest peak.
village name sign “Benifató” is and turn right. There is a
sign Fuente Partagat on the wall. Follow this road to the
fuente – a 10 minute steep climb.
Benissa. 38.67821,-0.01726 1 km after Pinos restaurant on Walk in the Bernia Valley along mostly well defined broken No dogs
Benissa-Bernia road (CV749) take right hand junction just tracks.
over bridge towards Marnes. Park after 200m.
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156

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Pinos Valleys

16

6

600

S/B

Benissa

459

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Ѧ Aixorta from Bolulla Castle Ѧ

14

6

830

VS/B

Bolulla

580

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Ѧ Cabeco d'Or circuit and optional
summit Ѧ

9 or 1 4 ½ or 5 600 or S/B or V Busot

153

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Peñon de Ifach

4

2

350

M/B/Scr Calpe

457

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Serella Castle via the Famorca valley

14

5

650

S/B

Castells de Castells

148

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown El Realet Circuit

13

6

600

S/B

Finestrat

458

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Ѧ Ponoch Summit and Carrasca Ѧ

14

6

720

S/B

Finestrat

157

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Ѧ Ponoch from Finestrat Ѧ

14

6

720

S/B

Finestrat

420

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Ѧ Puig Campana circuit Ѧ

12

5½

650

S/B

Finestrat

150

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Gata Rivers & trails

9

3½

260

M/B/Scr Gata

426

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Soldetes Ridge

13

5

450

MS/B

Gata

529

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Embalse de Guadalest from the Dam
Lunch

10

3

120

E/A

Guadalest

159

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Ѧ Sanchet Ѧ

16

6

630

S/B

Guadalest

520

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Menejador

12

5

700

S/B

Ibi

143

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Bernia Circuit via Forat

12

4½

300

MS/B

Jalon

173

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Bco de las Salinas shorter circuit

9.5

4

400

MS/B

Jijona (Xixona)

151

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Mitjorn, Xixona

12

6

700

S/C/Scr Jijona (Xixon 10:30

424

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Ѧ Mitjorn, Xixona Ѧ

12

5½

800

S/C/Scr/ Jijona (Xixona)

160

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Senija Cross

5

2½

250

M/B

Senija

147

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown El Pantanet

14

5½

400

MS/B

Villajoyosa

10:30

10:30

10:30

10:30

Route Description & Comments

Benissa. 38.67821,-0.01726 1 km after Pinos restaurant on An undulating ramble on good paths around the Pinos
Benissa-Bernia road (CV749) take right hand junction just Valley.
over bridge towards Marnes. Park after 200m.
Bolulla 38.6941,-0.12804 Bolulla Castle. At Km 45.7 on
A circular route to this stunning summit along mostly well
Tarbena.Bolulla, CV 715, Road turn North and drive approx defined paths - but the odd bit of cross country work for
3.5km to end of paved surface.
interest. Long ascents - but at a moderate pace.
38.5064,-0.4078. Get to Campello via AP7 or N332. A stunning tour of this impressive mountain on very
At roundabout on N332 in Campello near Big Mat
good tracks with a side trip to the summit which
turn to Busot CV 777. Just before Busot take CV 773 involves some scrambling and a steep
towards Busot and at next roundabout take CV 774 ascent/descent to the top. Those not wanting to do
towards Jijona. After passing Km2 take right turn to this summit will have a leisurely lunch and a guide
“Partida Pla Cabeco 1”. Immediately turn left and
to get you to the bar early!
follow road that parallels CV774 before it turns
right. Continue on this road until it ends at a small
car park near a walk finger-post
Calpe. 38.639605,0.070054 Note different start time.
The walk is not long but it is steep and tricky in parts and
Restaurant La Lonja, Calpe Port near to fish market.
should be taken slowly and carefully. For safety purposes
and to avoid problems with the public on this popular
climb, we will NOT be ascending in the usual “follow my
leader” style. Small groups will set off at intervals and find
their own way to the top-there are plenty of signs and
maps available.
Castell de Castells. Leaving Castells on CV 720 towards
Circular walk up the Famorca Valley and then a long climb
Benixembla, take first proper left hand turn into a small
up to the castle for a latish lunch. The route is rich in wild
lane (Not the one that goes to the wash house) and park
flowers and you will have time to look at them.
after 500m near to barranco water course
Finestrat. 38.5778,-0.2086. Enter Finestrat on CV761 from Walk along the slopes of Puig campana with stunning views
La Marina Shopping Centre, Benidorm (Carrefour) At T
of Els Castallets. A mixture of forestry tracks and good
junction turn right onto CV758 then after 300m take left
footpaths over this stunning ridge before we descend into
turn to Font Molí. After 1km park in the carpark beyond the Partida Realet to complete the circuit
font. We will convoy to the start of the walk.
Finestrat. 38.5778, -0.2086 Enter Finestrat on CV761 from Ascent to summit of Ponoch using main path to avoid
La Marina Shopping Centre, Benidorm (Carrefour) At T
exposure & scramble. Ridge route will be available to the
junction turn right onto CV 758 then after 300m take left
foolhardy. Return via barranco Carrasca & Buddhist retreat
turn to Font Molí. After 1km park in the carpark after the
font and wait for a convoy to the start of the walk.
Finestrat. 38.5778,-0.2086 Enter Finestrat on CV761 from Ascent to summit of Ponoch using main path to avoid
La Marina Shopping Centre, Benidorm (Carrefour) At T
exposure & scramble. Ridge route will be available to the
junction turn right onto CV758 then after 300m take left
foolhardy.
turn to Font Molí. After 1km park in the carpark beyond the
font. We will convoy to the start of the walk.
Finestrat. 38.5778,-0.2086 Enter Finestrat on CV761 from Clockwise circumnavigation of Puig Campana with a lunch
La Marina Shopping Centre, Benidorm (Carrefour) At T
next to a frog pond.
junction turn right onto CV 758 then after 300m take left
turn to Font Molí. After 1km park in the carpark beyond the
font.
Gata. 38.776739, 0.082817, Note different start time. From 1 hour of interesting river bed boulders, interesting rock
traffic lights where Xabía road meets N332 drive 200m
formations, cliffs and caves to see before well-defined trails
North and take left turn (Calle Trossets). After 100m,
up to Font de la Mata and back to Gata for lunch at
opposite Restaurante Trossets, Turn right & park in car
Trossets. (12E including wine). Walking is over loose stones
park. Assemble at restaurante Trossets where you will have & boulders and a few hand holds are needed but there is
time for a coffee & a chat. Walk will not leave until 10.30
no exposure. A river bypass is available for anyone with
am.
dodgy legs.
Gata. 38.776739, 0.082817, Note different start time. From A walk usually led by Peter Barraclough along rural trails
traffic lights where Xabía road meets N332 drive 200m
around Gata. Broken paths but well defined trails. Coffee
North and take left turn (Calle Trossets). After 100m,
available before & after the walk at Bar Trossets.
opposite Restaurante Trossets, Turn right & park in car
park. Assemble at restaurante Trossets where you will have
time for a coffee & a chat. Walk will not leave until 10.30
am.
Guadelest. 38.6782,-0.1923 From Guadalest take CV 755
Anticlockwise Circular walk around the Embalse, with a
towards Callosa d'Ensarria. After 1.7km turn left to
coffee break in Benardá followed by optional lunch at Casa
“Embalse” and drive down to the car park next to the dam. Paco in Benimantell (not for dogs).
Guadelest.38.654004, -0.177488, CV70 between La Nucia Sanchet circular with wonderful views over Els Castellets.
and Guadalest. Park in Rincon de Pepe’s car park and be
Well-defined paths throughout. Breakaway groups can go
sure to have a drink there afterwards to reward him.
over the summit if you know the way.
Ibi. 38.63198,-0.57105 Note different start time. From
Walk up to a ridge overlooking Font Roja. Lots of big
Autopista A7 from Alicante towards Alcoy take 2nd exit for neveras and great views on this circular walk
Ibi (Ibi East) and go back to Ibi on CV8062. After 2km fork
right at filling station. After 400m turn Right onto CV801
towards Banyeres in front of town hall (Ayuntamiento).
After 600m park on left in front of CLR factory (orange
coloured walls)
Jalon.38.672201,-0.046091 On road between Pinos and
Route involves a crawl through a short, low cave to emerge
Xalo/Jalon at km 11.6 take spur to south. Park near Bernia on the south side of Sierra Bernia with views over Altea,
Inn.
Benidorm and beyond. Return via old fort. Rough tracks
and some scree underfoot.
Jijona. Bar “Venta Strambotik” 38.4613, -0.4696 On A barranco scramble with amazing scenery and rock
CV 800 (ex N340) from Campello to Alcoy, km 6.5 . formations. One or two steep descents and a dam
To get there take AP7 to junction with CV 800 and to scramble over with the aid of a chain & iron
then head towards Alcoy for about 3km. Bar is on
rungs. An easier version of this route to tempt a
right-hand side of road. (This takes only 35 minutes few more into Kees Andriessen's “Red Canyon”
from Altea Junction 64 on AP7) Convoy to start of
walk.
Jijona. 38.4583, -0.5044. Note different start time. Bar/Rte Car shuttle set up then ascent to summit (1224m), with a
Venta Strombotik at km 6.5 on CV800 (N340) from San
small section of scrambling with exposure. Stunning views
Joan to Alcoy. From Benissa take AP7 towards Alicante.
for 100km in all directions. Return via spectacular Barranco
Stay on AP7 where motorway splits and leave at junction
de las Cuevas de los Corrales. Lots of fossils to find too.
for Alcoy – CV800. From Benissa toll to cafe 35minutes.
N332 free but 20 minutes more.
Jijona 38.4613, -0.4696. On CV 800 (ex N340) from
Ascent to summit (1224m), with a small section of
Campello to Alcoy, km 6.5 Bar “Venta Strambotik”. To get scrambling with exposure. Stunning views for
there take AP7 to junction with CV 800 and then head
100km in all directions. Return via spectacular
towards Alcoy for about 3km. Bar is on right-hand side of
Barranco de las Cuevas de los Corrales with some
road. (This takes only 35 minutes from Altea Junction 64 on short but steep descents. Car shuttle to complete
AP7)
the circuit
Senija. 38.727882,0.042819 Note different start time.
Walk with fine all round views. Banana breaks in the big
Senija. From Benissa turn right onto new road just before cave and at the cross. Optional lunch at “Casa Manolo”.
sharp lefthand bend and drive to the back of the village.
Villajoyosa. 38.493, -0.287. Park at Restaurante “Venta el Circular walk on good paths with views to Aitana, Puig
Charco”on N332, South of Villajoyosa and its bypass. We
Campana and the sea. Lunch near to El Cantal , a popular
will drive up forest tracks to the start. Lifts can be arranged rock climbing location
for those in posh cars.
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144

John E. Mail and Clodagh Brown Chirles & Rio Guadalest

12

3½

250

M/A

Xirles

Xirles. 36.634226, -0.134581. From Polop take road to
Guadalest and turn right after 1 km (opposite the wooden
hut bar) to Chirles (Xirles).

493

John Male

Ѧ Miserat summit from Adsubia Ѧ

16.5

6

812

VS/B

Adsubia

496

John Male

Costera de Baladres

16

5½

600

S/B

Beniali

72

John Male

Ѧ Segaria summit from the East Ѧ

11

5

700

S/B

Benimelli

64

John Male

Ѧ Alcala de la Jovada via Forada Ridge
Ѧ

15.7

5.5

650

S/B

Benissiva

408

John Male

Ѧ Carrascal de Parcent Ridge Circuit Ѧ

14.5

5½

863

VS/C

Parcent

63

John Male

Alcala de la Jovada circuit

25.7

7½

840

VS/B

Val D'Ebo

71

John Male

Ѧ Miserat Summit & part Solana del
Garrofer Ridge Ѧ

12

5½

630

S/C

Val d'Ebo

158

John Male

Rio Serpis Circuit

12.5

4½

450

MS/B

Vilallonga

497

John Male and David Harbach

Ѧ Encima de les Cordilleras de
Benichembla Ѧ

16

6½

750

S/B

Benichembla

164

John McClelland

Ѧ Segaria from Beniarbeig Ѧ

12

5½

350

MS/B

Beniarbeig

162

John McClelland

El Mirabo

8

4

350

M/B

Benichembla.

110
524

John McClelland
John McClelland

Sender del Seguili
Castell de Castell Rural North

11½
13

4½
5

470
350

MS
MS/B

Benidoleig
Castell de Castells

421

John McClelland

Alt D'Ample

14

5

435

MS/B

Jalon

111

John McClelland

Llieber Loop

11

4

200

M

Jalon

163

John McClelland

John’s Back Yard

16

6

630

S/B

Llosa de Camacho

17

John McLelland

Extended Bernia Circuit

13.5

5½

600

S/B/Scr Benissa

19

John McLelland

Granadella in reverse

11

4

350

M/B

Benitachell

165

John McLelland

Almond Blossom Walk Jalon Valley

12

4½

60

E/A

Jalon

166

John Price

Javea La Plana

9.5

4

165

E/A

Javea

207

Jon Lyons

Tossal de Pelat and Tossal de Creu

15

5

801

VS/C/Scr Adsubia

188

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Ferrer Ridge (Experienced Walkers
Only) Ѧ

14

5

700

S/C/X/Sc Alcalali

202

Jon Lyons

Severino Circuit

14

6

801

VS/B

Algar

187

Jon Lyons

Costera de Baldres

13

5

500

MS/C

Benialli

9:30

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

Latitude

A walk along forest roads to Chines – the smallest hamlet Dogs on lead 36.634226
in the province and then a walk alongside the river
Guadalest past orange and avocado orchards. Lunch will be
at El Molí de Chirles where we can sit under a canopy of
trees, next to a babbling stream to enjoy a good menu del
dia.
Adsubia. 38.84845,-0.15185 Follow CV700 from Pego to
An interesting route mainly over tracks and paths (with a
Dogs on a le 38.84845
Adsubia. Towards the end of the village turn left at Bar
little on quiet country roads) and some "off piste", but not
Moleta and park where convenient.
scratchy, to the summit. And what a view!
Beniali. 38.821972,-0.220006 Take the CV700 from Pego
Our route takes us on the north side of the Vall de
Dogs on lead 38.821972
towards Planes and park in the car park on your left just
Gallinera, all on marked paths and tracks and a stretch of
before you enter Beniali.
country road in the middle section where you're not likely
to see any vehicles. The wonderful views are well worth the
effort.
Benimeli. 38.820284,-0.043302 Take CV729 to Benimeli and A very pleasant walk for the main part around this rugged No dogs
38.820284
park where possible. If congested turn off the CV729 at
mountain with a tough ascent over some rocky ground to
brown sign "Pou de Baix" where more places should be
the summit.
available and go to the church square where the walk
begins
Benissiva. 38.819540,-0.225273. Park behind Co-op in
Route mainly over quiet roads, tracks and paths (two
No dogs
38.81954
Benissiva (on right just as you enter the village) CV700 km mozarabic) with an ascent “off piste” back from Alcala to
53.5 Pego to Planes road.
ridge. Wonderful views of the Vall de Galinera.
Parcent. 38.737902 -0.074662 Note different start time.
Walk will set off earlier to allow those who want a stiff walk Dogs on lead 38.737902
Bar/Restaurante Piscina. From Parcent take CV715 (Rates to get back for lunch.
to Tarbena road) for about 1 km. Car park on right.
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to Although a VS because of length and ascent, with the
No dogs
38.80654
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
exception of a toughish ascent within the first hour, this is
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and a moderate walk, mainly on good tracks/forestry roads
park at the edge of the village.
which will be taken at a fairly brisk pace. Come along you’ll be sure to get a good nights sleep!
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to A tough walk much over virgin terrain. There is a
Dogs on lead 38.80654
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
little easy scrambling in parts, some scratchy bits
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and (but not much) and some boulder hopping but
park at the edge of the village.
nothing that should deter a regular mountain
walker. The rewards are the stunning views. Bring
your camera so you can show your kids/grand-kids
and bore your friends! - See more at:
http://www.walksinspain.org/wordpress/details-ofwalk/?town_id=21&walk_id=319#sthash.kZJUGh6N
.dpuf
Vilallonga. 38.875520, -0.243220. Arriving in Vilallonga
Circular route with a half an hour of road climbing to warm Dogs on lead 38.87552
using CV680, turn R at roundabout after filling station
us up before following undulating paths with spectacular
following direction towards Ador. At roundabout with a dog views to the to the old Hydro power station & lunch by the
on the plinth – go straight ahead leaving school on your left river. Return via the old railway line. Bring a torch if you do
to Reprimala (along Via Pista). pass the font & bar &
not like the dark. Sticks useful for some of the descents.
continue up & round the bends to quarry. Park near
Flowers in profusion in springtime.
information board 100 metres further on.
Benichembla. 38.753949,-0.111884. Bar Bon Aire,
A toughish walk over this remote sierra which is well worth No dogs
38.753949
Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent and Castell de
the effort. Much of our route is on tracks and marked paths
Castells
with the ridge section "off-piste" on animal tracks. A little
scratchy in parts but OK in shorts.
Beniarbeig. 38.833105,-0.009495 Take the N332 to Ondara,
No dogs
38.833105
turn off at the El Vergel/Beniarbeig (N332a), turn left at the
roundabout on to the CV729 to Beniarbeig, turn right at the
sign for Senderos de Segaria (PR-CV415), just follow the
signs, ample parking.
Benichembla. 38.753949,-0.111884. Bar Bon Aire,
Gentle zig zag incline, break at the col with optional climb No dogs
38.753949
Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent and Castell de
to El Mirabo/viewpoint over Benichembla. Gentle walk
Castells
down through the woods into the village.
38.791365,-0.028697
No dogs
38.791365
Castell de Castells. 38.723848, -0.194751. Take the CV720
No dogs
38.723848
from Parcent and Benichembla to Castell de Castells. In the
village, immediately opposite Hotel Serrella (on the RHS)
turn L. After 20 m. turn L again into Calle Jose Antontio and
them almost immediately L again down a ramp into the
signed parking area.
Jalon. 38.731348, -0.012445. Take the cemetery road that Magnificent views over patchwork hues of the Jalon Valley. No dogs
38.731348
runs between the petrol station and the Tot Util Ferreteria.
At the end go round a bend to the right and park
immediately on the right.
Jalon 38.744193,-0.017402. Car park under trees opposite
No dogs
Alleluya Bar at Information Office.
Llosa de Camacho. 38.771385,-0.009079, On the CV720,
Walk from Llosa climb to Castell d’Aixa, along ridge, then
Dogs on lead 38.771385
Meet in car park near Farmacia.
through Barranc del Migjorn. Then past the Castell de
l’Ocaive and back to Llosa. Optional lunch at end.
Benissa. 38.672201,-0.046091. Follow CV749 from Benissa, A very good circular walk around the Sierra Bernia with
No dogs
38.672201
via Pinos and take left turn at the T junction approx 600m great views NSE&W, mainly reasonable tracks with some
after km 11. From Jalon follow CV749 TO Bernia. Park near scrambling and scree.
Bernia Inn.
Benitachell. 38.724428, 0.169777, Hipica horse stables.
Route goes via mirador, descends to fort and then to cove No dogs
38.724428
Coming from Javea to Benitachell, at the traffic lights just for lunch. Return avoiding barranco. Great coastal views
past Mas y Mas take the left turn to Cumbre. Follow the
N&S.
road all the way up the hill past the building on the RHS
labelled 'Informacion'. Shortly after this the road forks and
is signposted to 'Hipica Bar', take this left fork. Then keep
left by some dustbins. Take the next right and park.
Jalon 38.744193,-0.017402. Car park under trees opposite
No dogs
38.744193
Alleluya Bar at Information Office.
Javea Port. 38.796892,0.183279 Meet in public car park
From Javea Port we go up to the lighthouse then along La Dogs on lead 38.796892
opposite fish market.
Plana to the windmills and back down to the Port. A
delightful coastal walk with some fine views.
Adsubia. 38.84845,-0.15185 Follow CV700 from Pego to
Now the original walk, mainly on newly cleared mozarabic Dogs on lead 38.84845
Adsubia. Towards the end of the village turn left at Bar
paths. A gentle climb around Miserat, Tossal de Creu along
Moleta . We will drive to start of walk.
Solana de Garoffer above Val D'Ebo and return on a
different path.
Alcalali. 38.752008,-0.04142 The car park near the cross
New approach to this mighty ridge. Ridge is exposed and No dogs
38.752008
roads in Alcalali of the CV750 and the CV720. Car share to narrow in parts.
start of walk.
Dogs
on
lead
at
all times
Algar. Car park uphill from river in Fonts d’Algar off CV715 Gentle ascent, then down a barranco before return on
Callosa to Tárbena road.
forestry tracks.
Beniali. 38.821972,-0.220006. Car Park at edge of village
Mozarabic paths up to forestry track. Fine views of Forada Dogs on lead 38.821972
on the CV700 Pego to Planes road.
Ridge. Return beside river bed.

Longitude

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear

-0.134581

-0.15185

http://tinyurl.com/n9l6rz6

-0.220006

http://tinyurl.com/nrwyu7m

-0.043302

http://tinyurl.com/m7vzsjh

-0.225273

http://tinyurl.com/lb7ybrw

-0.074662

http://tinyurl.com/p87gev9

-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/ojxwn84

-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/lwkjd8t

-0.24322

http://tinyurl.com/oexdkw7

-0.111884

-0.009495

-0.111884

http://tinyurl.com/m3uk6zb

-0.028697
-0.194751

-0.012445

http://tinyurl.com/nntayk4

-0.009079

http://tinyurl.com/mwv9qly

-0.046091

0.169777

-0.017402
0.183279
-0.15185

-0.04142

-0.220006

http://tinyurl.com/jyupfu5
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

199

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Segaria 3 Summits Ѧ

15

5

600

S/C

Beniarbeig

198

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Segaria Ridge (Experienced Walkers
Only) Ѧ

15

5

600

S/C/Scr/ Beniarbeig

555

Jon Lyons

Almadich and Barranco del Bous

11½

4½

600

S/B

180

Jon Lyons

Barrancos Gallistero and Encaina

11

5

550

MS/C/Sc Benichembla

182

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Caballo Verde Ѧ

11

5

650

S/C/Scr Benichembla

184

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Cocoll and Barranco de Encaina Ѧ

12

5

700

S/C

200

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Segaria Ridge from Benimeli Ѧ

10

5

801

VS/C/Scr Benimeli

172

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Alt de Xap to Forat Ѧ

15

6

650

S/C/Scr Benirrama

189

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Forada Ridge circuit from Benissiva Ѧ 16.5

6

950

VS/C

175

Jon Lyons

Barranco Xarquet

10

5

410

MS/C/Sc Bolulla

176

Jon Lyons

Barranco de Calvo & barranco Malafi

12

5

500

MS/C/Sc Castell de Castells

179

Jon Lyons

Barranco Famorca

13

5

500

MS/C/Sc Castell de Castells

171

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Alfaro & barranco Malafi Ѧ

13

6

700

S/C

201

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Serrella&Pla de la Casa Ѧ

18

5½

1050

VS/C/Scr Facheca

195
204

Jon Lyons
Jon Lyons

Ѧ Pla de la Casa & Malla de Llop Ѧ
Ruta dels Assegadors and Sierra
Gallinera

12
14

6
5

950
801

VS/C/Scr Famorca
Font d'en Carros
VS/B

181

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Benicadell Ѧ

11

5

550

MS/C/Sc Gaianes

203

Jon Lyons

Severino & Ovenga (Experienced Walks 11½
Only)

6¼

780

S/C/Scr/ Jalon

205

Jon Lyons

Sierra Gallinera

16

5½

810

VS/C

Oliva

185

Jon Lyons

Col de Rates and Font D'Olbis

9

3

350

M/B

Parcent

186

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Col de Rates-Carrascal Ѧ

14

5

650

S/C

Parcent

177

Jon Lyons

Barranco de Infierno from Pego

20

5

900

VS/C/Scr Pego

178

Jon Lyons

Barranco Encantada

14

6

620

S/C/Scr Planes

194

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Monte Raya Ѧ

15

5

850

174

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Azafor Ѧ

17

5

970

192

Jon Lyons

Ѧ Monduver Ѧ

16

5

900

228

Leader Needed – please contact Bolulla Circuit

14

4½

400

232

Leader Needed – please contact Famorca Circuit

12.5

5

666

455

Lee O'Neill

15.5

5½

680

VS/B/Scr Tavernes de la Valldi Tavernes de la Valldigna. 39.077017, -0.263007. North of
Gandia. Turn right off the N332 at the BP petrol station
onto the CV50 Alzira road. After the third roundabout turn
right up C/Pintor Sorolla, signed Club de Tenis and park at
the top of the hill.
VS/C
Vilallonga
Vilallonga. L'Isdret (signposted) fork beyond Vilallonga.
From N332 north of Oliva take road to La Font, Beniarda,
Vilallonga. At second roundabout turn right, left at the next
(water statue) over the next past school to Reprimala and
beyond.
VS/B
Xeraco
Xeraco. Start of walk is at 39.021034, -0.252267. Meeting
point is at Km 231.2 on N332 turn into slip lane after
Supermercado “Superpatri”,
MS/B
Bolulla
Bolulla. 38.6941,-0.12804 Bolulla Castle. At km 45.7 on
CV715 Callosa-Parcent road turn up track at sign O1H
URBANA for 4km and park at end of tarmac.
S/B
Famorca
Famorca. 38.731422,-0.245907 On reaching Famorca from
Castell de Castells, take first left, on edge of village and
park towards the top of the hill.
S/B
Benissa
Benissa. 38.743109,0.053247. Just before the Benissa
access to the m’way, take the road to the right, direction
Cementerio, continue towards M'way for 600m, turn right
sign posted Cementerio, and continue on this road/track for
2.2km, parralel with M'way, until you reach tunnel under
M'way and park. Be aware your GPS may try to take you on
the M'way, because we park under the M'way.

Senija Cross to Tossal de Morro via
Fuente del Matta

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am

Benichembla

Benichembla

Benissiva

Castell de Castells

Beniarbeig 38.833105,-0.009495 Park Natural Segaria.
From south along Ondara by-pass take Pego/El Verger exit,
follow the El Verger sign. Turn left at the roundabout, over
the river, then left at next roundabout, Orba and Beniarbeig
road. After 200m turn right at Partida Vinyals signed PR 415
to parque.
Beniarbeig. 38.833105,-0.009495 Parc Natural Segaria.
From N332 take El Verger turn, at old N332 turn left to a
second roundabout. Turn left on CV729 towards Sagra.
Turn right after 200mtrs at sign “Senders de Segaria” PR
415 to car park.
Benichembla. 38.753949, -0.111884. Bar Bon Aire,
Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent and Castell de
Castells
Benichembla. 38.750579, -0.158159. Bridge just after km
30 on CV720 between Parcent and Castell de Castells
Benichembla. 38.753949,-0.111884. Bar Bon Aire,
Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent and Castell de
Castells
Benichembla. 38.753949,-0.111884. Bar Bon Aire,
Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent and Castell de
Castells Car share to start of walk.
Benimeli. 38.822265,-0.040738 C/Ecce Homo, Benimeli, this
is the street nearest Negrals, one of the few leading into
the village from the CV729 Sagra-El Verger.
Benirrama. 38.830598,-0.196348. Take CV700 from Pego,
direction Planes and turn left to village at km 46.5. Turn
right as you enter the village to parking area.
Benissiva. 38.819540,-0.225273. Park behind Co-op in
Benissiva (on right just as you enter the village) CV700 km
53.5 Pego to Planes road.
Bolulla. 38.6941,-0.12804 Bolulla Castle. At km 45.7 on
CV715 Callosa-Parcent road turn up track at sign O1H
URBANA for 4km and park at end of tarmac.
Castell de Castells. 38.769781 -0.194966. From Villa
Mercedes on CV700 Benichembla/Castell de Castells road
turn right for 4 km and park on right.
Castell de Castells. 38.730916, -0.201783 Immediately
before entering the village of Castell de Castells from
direction of Benichembla, turn sharp right, downhill past the
old washhouse. At the bottom by the sheep pens and bin
compound, turn left and park along this road.
Castell de Castells 38.769781,-0.194966, Turn off CV720
Parcent-Castells road at Villa Mercedes and continue past
Petracos for a couple more km.
Facheca 38.734787,-0.270088. In Facheca village on CV720
west of Castell de Castells.
Famorca 38.731444, -0.245923. Bar La Font Famorca
Font d'en Carros. Walk notice board in La Font d’En Carros.
From the north end of Oliva take the La Font road, make a
left turn at the second roundabout into Avinguda Exilencia
Deputacio, turn left at fork, then left at crossroads, in front
of Ajuntament, along C/Abdon y Senet.
Gaianes. 38.812342,-0.408973 Calvario above Gaianes.
Turn off the CV700 just before Planes on the road from
Pego. To Beniarres, then Gaianes.
Jalon.38.672201,-0.046091 On road between Pinos and
Xalo/Jalon at km 11.6 take spur to south. Park near Bernia
Inn.
Oliva. 38.923135,-0.124508 Meet near petrol station at
north end of Oliva to drive to start of walk.
Parcent. 38.737902 -0.074662 Bar/Restaurant Piscina. From
Parcent take CV715 (Rates to Tarbena road) for about 1
km. Car park on right.
Parcent. 38.72404 -0.060493.Col de Rates car park, CV715
km 31.5. Do not park near restaurant.
Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313 Plaza del Metge Almela, above
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
Planes. 38.787392 -0.322745. From Km 35 on CV 700 turn
right along camino rural to river bed and park.

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

Latitude

Longitude

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear

Dogs on lead 38.833105

-0.009495

Dogs on lead 38.833105

-0.009495

Dogs on lead 38.753949

-0.111884

http://tinyurl.com/pjvhnx6

Scramble up one barranco and down another. Lunch at
Dogs on lead 38.750579
airstrip.
A stiff climb up to the ridge then down to Ermita, and along Dogs on lead 38.753949
river. Scramble now made easier with ropes and stemples.

-0.158159.

http://tinyurl.com/j6zvjr5

-0.111884

http://tinyurl.com/m76futy

Up an easy barranco to the summit for its views and for
lunch then return the newly cleared path.

Dogs on lead 38.753949

-0.111884

http://tinyurl.com/z3hdxhp

After climbing up through the Calvario and a mozarabic
path we get onto the bare mountain, with its scrambles
and cliffhanging “paths”, Iberian ruins and many moorish
ruins.
Scramble can be avoided using mozarabic path.

No dogs

38.822265

-0.040738

Dogs on lead 38.830598

-0.196348

A classic walk of Bob’s.

Dogs on lead 38.81958

-0.225314

http://tinyurl.com/ope3sj8

The lack of height gain and distance should not lead you to Dogs on lead 38.6941
underestimate the challenge of this day which involves a
demanding scramble up the barranco (great fun!) leading
to fruit terraces and an easier return back through a valley
with coastal views.
Scramble up first barranco then along forestry track to
Dogs on lead 38.769781
airstrip and old masia for lunch Then down a short
barranco and down Malafi.
Good scramble and return along forestry track and
Dogs on lead 38.730916,
mozarabic path.

-0.12804

http://tinyurl.com/o4cz2nr

-0.194966

http://tinyurl.com/owgcuk8

-0.201783

http://tinyurl.com/k8gh63x

Climb up ridge to summit of Alfaro down to barranco for
lunch then return along this wide barranco to cars.

Dogs on lead 38.769781

-0.194966

Climbing up to Pla de la Casa with its nevera, along the
ridge to Serrella and return by a mozarabic path.
Two great peaks of the Serrella ridge.
A new start to this walk, using more mozarabic paths and
an assegora. New connecting route before lunch.

Dogs on lead 38.734787

-0.270088

Dogs on lead 38.731422
Dogs on lead at all times

-0.245907

The reverse of Jean Ryan’s walk. The Mont Blanc of the
Costa Blanca - or is it the Matterhorn?

Dogs on lead 38.812342

-0.408973

Two forgotten peaks of Bernia.

Dogs on lead 38.672201

-0.046091

http://tinyurl.com/pfjqxaf

Penya Covatelles, Penya dels Frares, down to Forna return Dogs on lead 38.923135
via Pujada de Gualte
Beautiful views from top.
Dogs on lead 38.737902

-0.124508

http://tinyurl.com/h2f9wg2

-0.074662

http://tinyurl.com/jllw6qw

The shorter route including the cave. Return by Casas de
Ibañez. Walk at a brisk pace.
Climb up to Refugio, down to Riu Girona, climb down
barranco, return by mozarabic path.
Mainly on high ground with good views. Will the barranco
be fit to walk? Worth the journey, good views of lake and
mountains.
Climb up mozarabic path to ridge along it to summit, views
across plain to Valencia, then down to forestry track and
return down a spectacular mozarabic path to cars.

Dogs on lead 38.72404

-0.060493

Dogs on lead 38.838379

-0.121313

http://tinyurl.com/kvy4xug

Dogs on lead 38.787392

-0.322745

http://tinyurl.com/mgtcyn7

Dogs on lead 39.077017

-0.263007

http://tinyurl.com/odp6xh4

The original route up to Nevera and summit to Font Oblits
for lunch. Return past waterfall.

Dogs on lead at all times

Back to this favourite ridge again, good views.

http://tinyurl.com/hll7hse

Mainly on mozarabic paths and forestry tracks. Good views. Dogs on lead 39.021034

-0.252267

http://tinyurl.com/kcaoc5j

A very nice circular walk. Good views. (A Peter Barraclough No dogs
Wallk)

38.6941

-0.12804

http://tinyurl.com/mp54w4z

(A Peter Barraclough Wallk)

No dogs

38.731422

-0.245907

http://tinyurl.com/of69zjj

A mix of good and rough tracks with a short dry river bed No dogs
and short scramble down to finish. Part of walk may be
scratchy. The walk starts with sharp climb up to the Senija
Cross for the banana break with views over to the
Bernia.We continue via the Hidden valley towards Fuente
del Mata finishing up on Tossal de Morro then down back
to the cars with a short tricky descent.

38.743109

0.053247
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

106

Lee O'Neill

Bollula Figure of Eight

15

5

720

S/B

Bollula

545

Lee O'Neill

Font dels Teixes - el Morro Blau

12

5½

650

S/B

Bolulla

506

Lee O'Neill

La Pedrissa de Sierra Bernia – Dos
Hemisferos

11

5

820

454

Lee O'Neill

Fuente de Mata-Serrillas

14

5

520

559

Lee O'Neill

Jalon/Coll de Rates figure of eight

18

6

740

508

Lee O'Neill

Morro de la Ventolana

16

5½

600

543

Lee O'Neill

Morro de la Ventolana, extended

19

6

600

507

Lee O'Neill

Ѧ Cau Summit via Barranco del Cau. Ѧ

14

5

660

544

Lee O'Neill

Dos Ermitas via upper reaches of
Barranc de I'Estret

15

5½

630

569

Lee O'Neill

Lliber to Castell d'Aixa circuit through
secret valley

17

6

720

216

Martin Brain

Benichembla Stroll

9

3

250

417

Martin Brain

Font de Panxa

8

3½

400

60

Martin Brain & David Brain

Benichembla Stretch and Stroll

9

3

300

578

Martin Connelly

Adsubia Wander

6

1.66

190

93

Martin Connelly

Dos Fuentes from Col de Garga

7

3

300

581

Martin Connelly

Segaria western exploration

7

2½

400

50

Martin Connelly

Ѧ Montgo Ѧ

8.5

5

550

419

Martin Connelly

Ѧ Montgo Ѧ Javea Summit from La
Plana

8.5

4½

500

418

Martin Connelly

Montgo Denia X circuit from Los Lagos

9

4

400

270

Martin Dunkley

Adsubia Circuit

13

5½

540

101

Martin Dunkley

Forada Ridge Circuit

10

3

390

449

Martin Dunkley

Denia Marina to Javea old town, via
Sant Antonio Lighthouse.

12

4½

300

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am
Bollula. 38.676865, -0.110600 On entering Bollula on the
CV-715, from Parcent turn left or Callosa turn right and
cross Rui de Bollula
Bolulla. 38.6941,-0.12804 Bolulla Castle. At km 45.7 on
CV715 Callosa-Parcent road turn up track at sign O1H
URBANA for 4km and park at end of tarmac.

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

Starting in Bollula Village, all on good tracks. Takes in part No dogs
of the Somo Circuit

The walk takes us up el Morro Blau via dels Teixes for
No dogs
lunch stop with spectacular views. With most of the
climbing done, it is mainly downhill !! The tracks vary from
good paths and tracks to rough underfoot cross country.
The final downhill is rough and loose underfoot, relying on
cairns and memory for route.
VS
Calpe
Calpe 38.648282, 0.003519. N332 from Calpe towards Altea The former Dos Hemisferos walk, recently resurrected. A
No dogs
at Km.167.5 turn R and park near tunnels.
mountaineer’s day out with a ridge route up the end of the
Bernia and panoramic views all around. We cross and
recross the Meridian several times in the day!
MS/B
Gata
Gata. 38.762459, 0.056233 CV748. Off the Gata to Lliber
This walk is a variation of the Gata circular, using different No dogs
road. From Gata turn first left after bridge over Riu Xalo.
tracks. A mix of good and rough tracks, with a short dry
From Lliber turn right .2km after 4km sign,just before
(hopefully) river bed.
bridge. There is a green arrow painted on road. Continue
down this lane going round 2 left bends and then 1 right
bend and park near the tunnel under the motorway.
S/B
Jalon
Jalon 38.744193,-0.017402. Car park under trees opposite Mainly on good tracks, lovely views from the col.
No dogs
Alleluya Bar at Information Office.
S/B
Jalon
Jalon. 38.727445, –0.018527. Take the Jalon to Bernia
The first part of the walk is on Mozarabic paths, part of the No dogs
road, the CV749 and at approx. 2km, park on the left. Take dead dog walk, then on towards Planisses area for lunch.
care coming from Jalon because you will need to cross the Continuing towards el Masserof, then onto rear of
road on a bend.
restaurant Verde Vent, completed by walking down the
Barranc de la Cova on a good track. Note that this walk is
at the top end of MS, but in the bracket as S as a
precaution.
S/B
Jalon
Jalon. 38.727445, –0.018527. Take the Jalon to Bernia
The first part of the walk is on Mozarabic paths, part of the No dogs
road, the CV749 and at approx. 2km, park on the left. Take dead dog walk, then on towards Planisses area then divert
care coming from Jalon because you will need to cross the upto Bernia camping area for lunch. Continuing towards el
road on a bend.
Masserof, then onto rear of restaurant Verde Vent,
completed by walking down the Barranc de la Cova on a
good track.
S/B
Jalon
Jalon. 38.730152,0.009657 Jalon Valley. Km8 on the
This walk takes you up the Barranc del Cau, following the No dogs
CV750, Benissa to Jalon road, opposite Restaurant Venta
water pipes, mainly good tracks with some minor erosion.
Roja, next to rubbish bins..
Continuing up to and around Tossal de Navarro, finishing
with a short scramble up to Cau Summit for lunch. We then
continue along the long ridge of the Lloma Larga, finally
descending down towards the cars.
MS/B
Lleus
Lleus. 38.679402, 0.013518. From Benissa along the N332 We start on track along the side of the M'way, then on a
No dogs
towards Calpe, turn right after the bridge with sign posted mozarabic path over the ridge of Tossal de Pinos. Then
Casa de Maco restaurante, then follow signs to Lleus and La partly up the I'Esstret valley, returning down to then up the
Brisa. At La Brisa take a sharp RH bend to Lleus Plaza. If
Barranc de I'Aspre to the Ermitas at Pinos. Continuing
coming from the Altea direction it is illegal to turn left at the around les Mamielles del Lleus, down and back to Ermita
bridge, therefore you will need to travel towards Bennisa
de Lleus.Mainly good tracks and paths, some rough under
and turn round when it is legal and return to the bridge.
foot.
S/B
Lliber
Lliber. 38.74458, 0.018779 Take the CV748 from Lliber to A delightful mountain walk to top of Castell d'Aixa summit No dogs
Gata, at the top of the hilll before you start to descend take with good paths and a beautiful valley to finish.
the L turn and immediately the second R track and park
near the bins on rough ground.
M/B
Benichembla 10:30 Benichembla. 38.753949,-0.111884. Note different start
A gentle circular stroll around the basin below El Mirabo to Dogs on lead
time. Bar Bon Aire, Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent Font de Alt. 90% on sound tracks. Lunch at Bon Aire .
and Castell de Castells
M/B
Benichembla 10:30 Benichembla. 38.753949,-0.111884. Note different start
This walk starts and ends with the Benichembla Stroll route Dogs on lead
time. Bar Bon Aire,Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent but climbs rather than falls halfway to give splendid views,
and Castell de Castells
taken at an easy pace – although we do go 'off piste' for a
short steep climb. Lunch after in Pa i Vidre (closed
Wednesday).
E/B or M Benichembla 10:30 Benichembla 38.753949,-0.111884 Note different start
Two walks for the price of one. People wishing to attend
Dogs on lead
time. Bar Bon Aire, on CV720 between Parcent and Castell lunch but not to walk must phone the leader first. 1. An
de Castells
easier stroll. 2. Moderate walk, half on mozarabic trails and
back down forest tracks. Lunch at the Pa I Vidre
afterwards.
E/A
Adsubia
Adsubia. 38.84845,-0.15185 From Pego follow the CV700 A pleasant wander on the flanks of the mountains and
No dogs
to Adsubia. Drive through the village to find Bar Moleta on through orchards..
the LHS and turn down the street beside it. Either park here
or if this is full go down the hill, turn R and park where you
can.
M/A
Benimaurell
Benimaurell. 38.773696, -0.127234 On entering village take A pleasant walk in some stunning scenery
No dogs
first right and follow road around edge of village in the
direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on right just before Bar
Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
M/B
Benimeli
Benimeli. 38.820284, -0.043302, Take the CV729 to
A very pleasant walk for the main part around this rugged No dogs
Benimeli. In centre of Benimeli turn off the CV729 at brown mountain with a tough ascent over rocky ground to the
sign “Pou de Baix”. Park near outdoor piscina.
summit. A little scrambling.
MS/B/Sc Javea
Javea. 38.805254,0.151671. Meet at the gun club car park. Well defined track with some scrambling to summit.
Dogs on lead
Turn off right on the Denia-Javea CV736 approx. 5,5 km
Stunning views.
from Denia, follow rough track to Gun Club.
Dogs on lead
MS/B
Javea
Javea. 38.805254,0.151671. Meet at the gun club car park. Well defined track with some scrambling to summit.
Turn off right on the Denia-Javea CV736 approx. 5,5 km
Stunning views.
from Denia, follow rough track to Gun Club.
MS/B
Jesus Pobre
Jesus Pobre. 38.801992, 0.094628 .Los Lagos. km 6 on
Climb to cross via Jesus Pobre gulley route.
No dogs
CV735 between La Xara (near Denia) and Javea. Turn into
Los Lagos, then immediately left and park.
MS/B
Adsubia
Adsubia. 38.84845,-0.15185 Follow CV700 from Pego to
We follow the quiet country lane from Adsubia through the Dogs on lead
Adsubia. Towards the end of the village turn left at Bar
terraces to reach a path which ascends easily but steeply to
Moleta and park where convenient.
reach the col at Pla de Miserat. Now we follow the road
over the col beside Miserat before descending past
Benirama castle on tracks and again on mozarabic paths
below this to reach a lower lane and return to the village.
M/B
Benissiva
Benissiva. 38.819540,-0.225273. Park behind Co-op in
A circuit of Forado ridge from Benissiva on good tracks with No dogs
Benissiva (on right just as you enter the village) CV700 km an optional walk up to see the Forat (extra 70mtrs) or an
53.5 Pego to Planes road.
extended banana break for those wanting to recover.
Fantastic views down the Gallinera valley. There will an
optional lunch at Ta Casa restaurant, details of menu and
cost will appear two weeks before walk in Stop Press.
M/B
Denia
Denia.38.836528, 0.117444 Outside Supermercado Troya Linear route, coast to Cova Talla (bring a torch for the
No dogs
on Denia to Javea road opposite access road to Marina.
cave), up a steepish barranco and along to Cap de Sant
Park cars in bays on access road.
Anton. Descent to Javea. Return via bar and 4.00pm bus
(or arranged transport) from Javea old town.

Latitude

Longitude

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear

38.676865,

0.1106

38.6941

-0.12804

38.648282

0.003519

38.762459

0.056233

38.744193

-0.017402

38.727445

-0.018527

38.727445

-0.018527

38.730152

0.009657

38.679402

0.013518

38.74458

0.018779.

38.753949

-0.111884

38.753949

-0.111884

38.753949

-0.111884

38.84845

-0.15185

http://tinyurl.com/nleekpg

38.820284

-0.043302

http://tinyurl.com/nbjrjzg

38.805254

0.151671

http://tinyurl.com/qx4e9ts

http://tinyurl.com/o7vxmrm

at all times
38.801992

0.094628

38.84845

-0.15185

38.81954

-0.225273

38.836528

0.117444

http://tinyurl.com/lb4do9s
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am

517

Martin Dunkley

Ѧ Segaria West End Ѧ

11

3

500

MS/B

El Rafol D'Almunia

521

Martin Dunkley

Gata Loop

10

4

50

M /B

Gata de Gorgos.

558

Martin Dunkley

Jalon Parcent circuit via col de rates
extended

15.5

5½

450

MS/B

Jalon

526

Martin Dunkley

Barranco de la Encantada via Ermita de 10
Santo Cristo circuit

4

340

M/A

Planes

268

Martin Dunkley

Rotova Castle Circuit

10

5

550

MS/B

Rotova

448

Martin Dunkley

Tormos circuit via Isbert’s Dam,
Campell and Fontilles

13

5

450

MS/B

Tormos

415

Mary Gough

Ѧ Encimera de las Cordilleras Ѧ

17

5

730

S/C

Benichembla

539

Mary Gough

Dos Fuentes Extended

15

5½

850

VS/B

Benimaurell

512

Mary Gough

Almond Blossom in Aspre

17.5

5½

680

S/B

Benissa

494

Mary Gough

More than Morro Blau

14

5½

830

VS/B/Scr Callosa D'En Serria

413

Mary Gough

Val del Estre

18

5½

850

VS/B/Scr Calpe

514

Mary Gough

Els Frares - Serrella Ridge

14.5

6

950

VS / C / Facheca

516

Mary Gough

Rio Valldeseta

12

4½

420

MS/B

Facheca

562

Mary Gough

L'Alfaro and Beyond

17.5

6

800

VS/C

Famorca

437

Mary Gough

Monte Castellet Circuit

17

6

840

VS/B

Finestrat

477

Mary Gough

Penya Roc/Mulero and flanks of Sanchet 17

6

1000

VS/B

Guadalest

513

Mary Gough

Ѧ Penya Roc Ѧ

14

5½

760

S/C/Scr Guadalest

475

Mary Gough

West Aitana

16

5

830

S/B/Scr Guadalest

478

Mary Gough

Around and About Masserof

15.5

5

450

S/B/C

Jalon

541

Mary Gough

El Penyot Gully and Barranc de
Masseroff

17

5½

600

S

Jalon

104

Mary Gough

La Solana / Tossal Gran ridges and
river route

14

5

700

S/C/Scr/ Jalon

474

Mary Gough

Penyals Mica and Ampla and Barranco
del Cao

16

5½

680

S/C/Scr Jalon

439

Mary Gough

Ѧ Montgo East Ѧ

13.5

6

1040

VS/C/Scr Jesus Pobre

476

Mary Gough

Lliber / Font D'Aixa circuit

16.5

6

985

VS/C/Scr Lliber

438

Mary Gough

Orba Castle

15

5

725

S/B/Scr Murla

9.30a

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

El Rafol D'Almunia. 38.82221 -0.050738 The Sports Centre A pleasant walk up to the ridge and around the west end of No dogs
car park (Polisportia) at end of Calle Pego, by the tennis
the Sierra Segaria, there will be an optional lunch
courts in El Rafol D'Alumnia
afterwards at the Piscine Restaurant next to the car park
please book with Martin at least 2 days prior to walk
635113988 or 00447966466175.
Gata. 38.776739, 0.082817 Partida Trossets. The Gata main A nice circular walk (A Peter Barraclough walk)
No dogs
Road, N332 look out for a turning with blue and white
bollards, park where you can and meet opposite Trossets
Bar.
Jalon 38.744193, -0.017402. Car park under trees opposite Route mainly on tracks, some country roads, and mainly
No dogs
Alleluya Bar at Information Office.
marked paths. Magnificent views from the col and a
wonderful return when the almond blossom is in bloom.
Planes. 38.78665, -0.3215806. On the CV700 between Pego Circuit through part of the Barranco de la Encantada,
No dogs
and Muro, around the 29k marker look for road signs
returning via the Ermito de Santo Cristo, near to Planes.
pointing to the Barranc de l'Encantada. There is limited
parking at the Pego end of the Pont de las Calderas bridge
across the barranco.
Rotova 38.932469, -0.255255 From the N332 Gandia
A walk with it all! Running water, wonderful views, a very Dogs on lead
bypass, take the slip road off signposted to L'Olleria and
short scramble into Castell de Borro, secluded valleys and
CV60, after about 6kms take filter lane at junction 32 to
in an area away from our normal haunts. All the ascent is
Rotova. Continue straight on and 250 metres after
before lunch. Lots of stops.
roundabout on Ave Jaime 1 turn into car park on the right.
Tormos. 38.799124,-0.076498 Coming from the south
Leave Tormos on cart track to Isbert’s Dam from where we Dogs on lead
(Orba) on the CV715 at the outskirts of the village turn L
traverse through a tunnel (torches useful), climb on a
(signposted to Costera del Moll) into Calle Pozo. Take the
mozarabic trail to Campell and then for a short while on
next L (Carrer Val de Llaguart) and then take the 2nd turn tarmac (1km) past the camp site before re-joining a
on the RHS just after the bins. Drive to the end opposite a mozarabic trail descending towards Fontilles. There we
plaza and turn L into Avenguda Joan Carles I. Drive a few cross the river, ascend briefly and then descend across the
hundred metres along this and park in the large car park on main mountain road and shortly return to the Infierno
the LHS opposite the public piscina.
valley floor and back to Tormos.
Benichembla. 38.753949,-0.111884. Bar Bon Aire,
A circular walk with scenic views from the high level
Dogs on lead
Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent and Castell de
traverse above the Almadic valley.
Castells
Benimaurell. 38.773696, -0.127234 On entering village take Ascend to the Cavall Verde ridge , a reopened path round Dogs on lead
first right and follow road around edge of village in the
to the Fonts and follow down a well cut path to the
direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on right just before Bar barranco - a steep climb to rejoin abroad track and return
Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
to Benimaurell.
Benissa . 38.677993, -0.010605, CV749 Benissa to Pinos
A circular trail through the Pinos valley and below the
Dogs on lead
road , park near a shrine opposite Pinos Restaurant.
Bernia ridge
Callosa D'En Serria.38.672534, -0.134276 CV 755 Altea to+ A circular route, a woodland path to a spectacular vista , a Dogs on lead
Callosa - at main roundabout in Callosa take 2nd. street on gully scramble to more panoramic views from the summit
R (Avinguda Jaume 1 ) then R fork in front of Banco
,down a barranco and return through more forest paths
Santander, go up hill then L fork downhill - cross a junction
and go up Calle Callosa d' Ensarria,continue for 2.7kms. on
narrow tarmac road ( passing Urb. Almedia ), park near
concrete casita. Sounds more complicated than it is !!!
Calpe. 38.644026,0.028274 N332 south of Calpe Norte and A varied circular walk through the 'secret barranco' and an Dogs on lead
Sur signs, km 168.6 , just after Cala Mobel(closed furniture interesting return around the flanks of Olta.
outlet) surfaced road on right - ample parking, but no left
turn across N332 from Altea direction !
Dogs on lead
Facheca, CV720 in Facheca take L turn signed
A winding ascent leads upwards to these impressive rock
Quatretondeta ,CV754 ,almost immediately turn L and
pinnacles ' Els Frares ' then onto the ridge and return down
follow up to end of surfaced road and park near a ruin.
the valley below Pla de la Casa
Facheca. 38.734227, -0.272395 CV720 Castell de Castelles An old Eric Wright with a ' little extra ' - a country walk with Dogs on lead
to Facheca , turn onto CV754 Quatrotondeta and soon after lanes,footpaths a barranco through a deeply eroded valley
park near Bar Facheca opposite play area
with sweeping views.
Famorca.38.731607,-0.24588. Take CV720 from Castell de An early ascent up an old winding hunters path leads to
Dogs on lead
Castelles to Famorca,turn L into Famorca and park in main Alfaro summit,then head down towards Malafi and wind
street/square.
along through Tollos, bypass Benimassot and follow a
forest trail to Facheca then a country path to return to cars
in Famorca.
Finestrat. 38.5778,-0.2086 Enter Finestrat on CV761 from Ascend and pass through the Castellets with wonderful
Dogs on lead
La Marina Shopping Centre, Benidorm (Carrefour) At T
views, follow forest trails through the valley, another climb
junction turn right onto CV 758 then after 300m take left
then return round the base of Puig Campana.
turn to Font Molí. After 1km park in the carpark beyond the
font.
Guadelest. 38.65651 -0.19681.CV70 Polop/Guadalest rd.
A tranquil walk with wonderful views of the Castellets and Dogs on lead
Km.33.5 turn L at sign for Trestellador Hotel then L at next Aitana on forestand mountain trails
smll.junction and park on layby
Guadalest. 38.65651, -0.19681 CV70 Polop/Guadalest road Enjoy some good forestry paths before reaching the '
No dogs
. Km 33.5 turn L at sign for Trestellador Hotel , then soon scramble ' up a magnificent peak - 360deg.views rewards
after turn L at next small junction after approx.200mtrs
the exertion and a downhill return.
park on layby
Guadelest. 38.657870, -0.241790, Font de Partagat picnic A circuit on the Western end of this imposing ridge ,with far Dogs on lead
area - turn L off Guadalest/Alcoy rd.CV70 at Benifato and
reaching views, a font and a nevera.
continue up to picnic area.
Jalon. 38.707625, -0.040503, CV749 Jalon/Bernia road just A circular route above the Jalon valley, with views up to
Dogs on lead
past Verde Vent Rest. at KM .6 park on layby on R.
Bernia, mozzarabic paths, a folly and a cave corral.
Jalon. 38.727445, –0.018527. Take the Jalon to Bernia
Climb up a newly cut gully - across easy hills with extensive Dogs on lead
road, the CV749 and at approx. 2km, park on the left. Take views of the surrounding mountains then return down an
care coming from Jalon because you will need to cross the interesting barranco.
road on a bend.
Jalon 38.744193,-0.017402. Car park under trees opposite Across the river , meander through the fruit terraces to
Dogs on a le
Alleluya Bar at Information Office.
reach a hard, winding ascent - along the rocky ridge ,
descend down a forest path to reach the next hard, steep
ascent with a cramble s through the hemispheres and
continue upwards onto the next ridge - descend down into
a valley and follow an undulating route back to Jalon.
Jalon. 38.730483 -0.015413.Turn off CV750 Benissa /Jalon A forgotten summit ,an old walk of Malcolm Blakeney,
Dogs on lead
Road near fuel station in Jalon wind up and onto CV749
alternative route up Alt d'Ampla and return via newly cut
Jalon /Benissa Road at KM.1 park near animal corral on R. Barranco del Cao includes an optional scramble.
Jesus Pobre. 38.806867,0.092928 Electric sub station
A circular route with lots of ' ups and downs' well worth the Dogs on lead
/Jesus Pobre. CV738 Gata to Denia road
exertion to appreciate the beautiful spring flowers.
Lliber. 38.742126 0.004839.Lliber is on the CV745 between an old Malcolm Blakeney walk - revived and re- cut - Penya No dogs
Jalon and Gata. Meet at the rastro parking area (signed-P) Roja, Tossal gran, Penyes Blanques , Font D'Aixa and more
in the village.
! with spectacular views from every aspect. ( one small
exposure)
Murla. 38.762357,-0.082113 CV750 Alcalali to Murla road
A circular clockwise route through forest tracks, visiting two Dogs on lead
.in Murla turn right to cemetery car park
summits, includes a scramble and wonderful views of
Fontilles
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http://tinyurl.com/mu93tx9

38.82221

-0.050738

38.776739

0.082817

38.744193

-0.017402

http://tinyurl.com/o49q7h2

38.78665

-0.3215806

http://tinyurl.com/pxpoeom

38.931597

-0.258388

http://tinyurl.com/meos3yz

38.799124

-0.076498

http://tinyurl.com/n9stu69

38.753949

-0.111884

38.773696

-0.127234

38.677993

-0.010605

http://tinyurl.com/h6zdyzk

38.672534,

-0.134276

http://tinyurl.com/oyvlv9p

38.644026

0.028274

http://tinyurl.com/qzexylu

38.734227

-0.272395

http://tinyurl.com/oufv4p5

38.731422

-0.245907

38.5778

-0.2086

http://tinyurl.com/l5xy45a

38.65651

-0.19681

http://tinyurl.com/l58g4ny

38.65651

-0.19681

38.65787

-0.24179

38.707625

-0.040503

38.727445

-0.018527

38.744193

-0.017402

38.730483

-0.015413

http://tinyurl.com/p3dqt4a

38.806867

0.092928

http://tinyurl.com/n4vf6zd

38.742126

0.004839

38.762357

-0.082113

at all times

http://tinyurl.com/qdrbxej

http://tinyurl.com/ntvagq7

http://tinyurl.com/mzprm5n
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

540

Mary Gough

Ѧ Sanchet Summit (Experienced
Walkers Only) Ѧ

16

6

1100

VS/C/Scr Polop

560

Mary Gough

Ѧ Ponoch summit and Sanchet circuit
(Experienced Walkers Only)Ѧ

16.5

6½

1030

VS/C/Scr Polop

542

Mary Gough

Tarbena / Algar valley circuit
(Experienced Walkers Only)

21

6

1000

VS/C/X

515

Mary Gough

Barranc de Turrubanes (Experienced
Walkers Only)

14.5

5

530

MS/B/Sc Val D'Ebo

103

Mary Gough

Around and about Riu Ebo

15

5.25

480

MS/C X Vall d'Ebo

99

Mentor - David Harbach

Landing Strip circuit

10

3.5

250

M/A

391

Mike and Jackie Broadley

Parcent Alcalali Circuit (Start and End of 8
Season)

3

100

E/A

220

Mike Broadley

Alcalali,Jalon,Col de Rates-Parcent
circular

16

5½

500

S/B

222

Mike Broadley

Fleix “Spiral” (Experienced Walkers
Only)

19

6

890

VS/C/X

Fleix

502

Mike Donovan

Altea/Altea la Vieja Circular

9

3

50

E/A

Altea

503

Mike Donovan

La Nucia woods

8 – 10 3

200

M/B

La Nucia

523

Mike Donovan

Around Altea

9

3

100

E/A

Altea

224

Mike&Jacky Broadley

Alcalali&Surroundings

10

3

100

E/A

Alcalali

561

Nic and Neil Laws

Benissa / Gata Circular

17

5½

820

VS/C

Benissa

105

Nic and Neil Laws

Lliber / Font D'Aixa / Muntanyet

16

5.5

650

S/C

Lliber

414

Nic and Neil Laws

El Cao (Llomo Larga) figure of Eight

18.5

5½

830

VS/B/C

Senija

Tarbena

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am
Polop Helipad. 38.615675, -0.149621 From main
roundabout in Polop take exit on CV715 signed La Nucia,
continue up to meet roundabout on CV70 and take exit
Avd. Balco de Ponoig follow up towards base of Ponoch and
park on large car park nearwater depositer/ helipad
Polop Helipad. 38.615675, -0.149621 From main
roundabout in Polop take exit on CV715 signed La Nucia,
continue up to meet roundabout on CV70 and take exit
Avd. Balco de Ponoig follow up towards base of Ponoch and
park on large car park nearwater depositer/ helipad
Tarbena 38.695027, - 0.103789 From CV715 Tarbena /
Parcent road turn into car park near childrens' play area in
Tarbena
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and
park at the edge of the village.
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and
park at the edge of the village.

Alcada de la Jovada Alcala de la Jovada 38.79408,-0.25385. Park at edge of
village near swimming pool. From the Orba to Pego road
near Pego take the CV712 signed to Vall d'Ebo. Continue
past Vall d'Ebo to Alcala de la Jovada.
Parcent
11:00 Parcent. 38.737902, -0.074662 Note different start time.
Bar/Restaurante Piscina. From Parcent take CV715 (Rates
to Tarbena road) for about 1 km. Car park on right.
Alcalali
Alcalali. 38.750184,-0.038357 Bar La Crue , Alcalali-Jalon
road CV750.

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

Latitude

Longitude

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear

An alternative ascent to this iconic summit - up, up and up Mountain do 38.615675
for some spectacular views - an interesting animal path
leads to the Sanchet circuit and return through a forest
trail.

-0.149621

An alternative route up to this iconic summit ,scramble up mountain do 38.615675
and enjoy the panoramic views along the ridge ,wind down
to continue round the Sanchet circuit then return through a
forest path.

-0.149621

A beautiful walk through some of the Algar valley , a long
ascent upto the Carrascal ridge and enjoy the impressive
scenery on the returnroute.
Route takes us down the barranco which is rocky
underfoot, up a marked path for half the ascent with the
remainder over rough (but not scratchy) terrain onto the
ridge and back down marked paths and tracks.
Set off on an old Eric Wright route then continue on to a
mixture of interesting barranco and valley paths with some
excellent rock features then return down an old Y/W to the
village. Includes a very steep ascent out of riverbed ( not
scrambling but
tough ) !!
A circular walk all on wide forestry tracks and clearly
defined paths. You'll visit a deserted Mozarabic village, a
landing strip, two neveras (ice houses) and more. Walked
at a gentle pace.
Gentle walk to start or end the season with lunch to follow
(optional).

Dogs on lead 38.695027

-0.103789

Dogs on lead 38.80654

-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/pth42an

Dogs on a le 38.80654

,-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/z236cqx

No dogs

38.79408

,-0.25385

No dogs

38.737902

-0.074662

No dogs

38.750184

-0.038357

No dogs

38.778276

-0.110013

No dogs

38.607745

-0.044833.

No dogs

38.6076754

-0.1108543.

No dogs

38.5914049

-0.055581

Pleasant walk through Jalon valley, and a climb up to the
Col de Rates viewing point. Descent into Parcent rough
campo and return to Alcalali along tarmac roads.
Fleix. 38.778276,-0.110013 Park opposite the school in the From Fleix head thro the tunnel to Isbert's Dam then along
new car park in Fleix at km 5.9 on the CV721.
the valley floor before climbing to Fontilles. After which we
climb thro pleasant woodland and good paths past Font De
Gel and continue upwards before swinging round to walk
back down to Fleix. Same walk as Gordons but at slower
pace!
10:30: Altea. 38.60774, -0.044833. Note different start time. Meet Pleasant easy walk on good paths and quiet lanes passing
Altea, large car park near Rio Algar. From Calpe, on
Ermita Santa Barbara and Playa La Olla.
approach to Altea pass traffic lights at Hotel Cap Negret,
after 250 m. turn right by garden centre just BEFORE
bridge over river. Follow road to left, turn right at stop sign,
go under railway bridge, park immediately on left. From
Benidorm, drive through Altea on N332 and turn left
immediately AFTER bridge over river, then as above. From
La Nucia, drive down CV760 to Altea, turn left at first small
roundabout, left again at next roundabout, car park is on
right at end of dual carriageway.
10:30 La Nucia 38.6076754; -0.1108543. Note different start time. Mostly good wooded paths, views of coast and La Nucia.
Meet Ermita de Sant Vicent, 500 m. off CV760 between La
Nucia and Altea. From Calpe, on approach to Altea pass
traffic lights at Hotel Cap Negret, after 250 m. turn right by
garden centre just BEFORE bridge over river Algar. Follow
road to left, turn right at stop sign, follow dual carriageway,
bear right at first roundabout and turn right at next small
roundabout onto CV760, continue over motorway past Dial
Prix supermarket, go straight on at next roundabout
(rotonda 7), after 1 km turn left - sign El Captivador &
Ermita de Sant Vicent. From Benidorm, go via Alfas del Pi,
pass Casa de Cultura on right and leave on CV751, turn left
at rotonda 7 onto CV760. From La Nucia, drive down CV760
for 3 km and turn right after restaurant Villa Romana.
10:30: Altea Port. 38.5914049, -0.055581 Note different start time. Quiet lanes, old town and sea front. Many restaurants for
Opposite Restaurante El Patio. From Calpe drive along the optional lunch.
N332 through the centre of Altea; after passing the main
tram station on the right, get in the right-hand lane to turn
left (sign Cap Blanch) at the next traffic lights. At the sea
front turn left and then sharp right (1st exit) at the small
roundabout to enter the parking area (which is an easy
walk from Altea tram station).
Alcalali. 38.750184,-0.038357 Bar La Crue , Alcalali-Jalon
Pleasant walk mainly on tarmac roads through Alcalali and
road CV750.
its campo. Optional lunch at a local restaurant but not for
dogs.
Benissa.38.741198, 0.054344 From the N332 at its junction A mixture of new and old paths and trails around this
with the AP&, take the slip road towards the motorway and popular area with extensive views along the route.
before reaching the toll gates take a R turn onto a minor
road that runs along side the access road - signed to the
Cementeri. 650m later turn R - still signed Cementeri. 350m
after this ignore the R turn to the Cementeri and continue
directly ahead to arrive after a further 1.3km at a sharp LH
bend by the electricity sub-station. Park here.
Lliber. Meet in public car park behind the medical centre /
Start ascending well know Mozarabic path behind Lliber,
rastro car park off Carrer Colom which is off Carrer Sant
cutting across several ridges to descend near Font d'Aixa.
Francesco
Ascend again on re-opened Mozarabic path, cutting across
terraces and descending a steep valley to return to Lliber.
Mostly good paths but several sections of rocky paths and
hunters trails.
Senija . 38.722818,0.027938 CV750 Benissa to Jalon road, A long ascent to panoramic views, cross the
approx.km 10. large surfaced layby - yellow sign post also hemispheres,some interesting tracks around the Serra de
sign for El Collao restaurant.
Bernia and close the 'eight' on newly cut track.

Dogs on lead 38.750184

-0.038357

Dogs on lead 38.741198

0.054344

No dogs

38.743335

Dogs on lead 38.722818

http://tinyurl.com/hr7sa5v

http://tinyurl.com/hx9nx93

0.00309

0.027938

http://tinyurl.com/q894sl6
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am

460

Pamela & Chris King

Fonts d’Algar Walk

12

4½

445

MS/B

Fonts de l' Algar

225

Pamela & Chris King

Pedreguer Paseo

11.5

5

600

MS/B

Pedreguer

190

Pat Moss

Iberian settlement via flank of Mongo

11

5

260

MS

Jesus Pobre

66

Paul Elliott

Ѧ Carrasca Ridge de Val d’Ebo Ѧ

14

5½

700

S/B

Val d'Ebo

554

Pauline and Robert Chalmers

Barranco de la Canal circuit - extended 14

5½

620

S/B

Pego

509

Pauline and Robert Chalmers

Around Solana del Garrofer from Vall
d'Ebo

12

5

400

MS/B

Val D'Ebo

511

Pauline Chalmers

End of Season walk . Lliber Circuit and
Hidden Valley - short version

11

3

220

M/A

Lliber

416

Pauline Chalmers

Lliber Circuit, including the Hidden
Valley and Font D'Aixa

14

5

450

MS/C

Lliber

226

Peter Barraclough

Almadich (7 valleys)

15

6

700

S/B

Benichembla

227

Peter Barraclough

Alternative Almadich

12

5

590

MS/B

Benichembla

231

Peter Barraclough

El Somo

14

5

400

MS/B

Bolulla

236

Peter Barraclough

Serrella Castle

12

5

500

MS/B

Castell de Castells

235

Peter Barraclough

Ѧ Segaria Western end from Monte
Pego Ѧ

9

5

700

S/B

El Verger

233

Peter Barraclough

Font de la Mata

12

4

325

M/A

Gata

237

Peter Barraclough

Seldetes Ridge

13

5

450

MS/B

Gata

238

Peter Barraclough

Tossal del Moro

14

5

400

MS/A

Gata

546

Peter Barraclough

Gata Figure of 8

10

4

175

M/B

Gata de Gorgos.

552

Peter Barraclough

Gata Figure of 8 in reverse

10

4

175

M/B

Gata de Gorgos.

230

Peter Barraclough

El Cao

14

5

650

S/B

Jalon

522

Peter Barraclough

El Cao Circular

12

4½

200

M/B

Jalon

229

Peter Barraclough

Dos Ermitas

12

5

450

MS/A

Lleus

109

Peter Christofis

Montgo west to the Iberian settlement

9

4

290

M/B

Jesus Pobre

108

Peter Christofis

Montgo West. Gully

9

4½

390

M/B

Jesus Pobre

Fonts de l' Algar. From Callosa take the CV715. At km41
take road down right (CV7531). Bar El Valle is on the left
and its car park is opposite. Limited free parking at this bar
(car share where possible) provided that you have a postwalk drink in the bar. Otherwise pay to use one of the other
car parks. Fonts de l' Algar. From Callosa take the CV715.
At km41 take road down right (CV7531). Bar El Valle is on
the left and its car park is opposite. Limited free parking at
this bar (car share where possible) provided that you have
a post-walk drink in the bar. Otherwise pay to use one of
the other car parks. Fonts de l' Algar. From Callosa take the
CV715. At km41 take road down right (CV7531). Bar El
Valle is on the left and its car park is opposite. Limited free
parking at this bar (car share where possible) provided that
you have a post-walk drink in the bar. Otherwise pay to use
one of the other car parks.
Pedreguer. 38.79072, 0.033728 Parking at Ermita Sant Blai.
On CV720 Alcalali to Pedreguer Road fork right at sign just
after you enter Pedreguer from Alcalali into Avenida de
Maria Lopez and go to the far end of this road (over the
junctions) and turn right to park near Ermita Sant Blai.
Los Lagos at Km 6. CV735 Javea to Denia rd

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

Latitude

Longitude

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear

This is based on a Maureen and Gerald Groves walk and
No dogs
has not been in the programme for some time. The initial
ascent up the road is steep, but will be taken at a
manageable pace. The route takes us along the south side
of the valley, below the Penya Severino and now includes
the spectacular Paso de los Bandeleros.

An initial ascent gets us above Pedreguer and after this we Dogs on lead 38.79072
walk along some of the many interconnected paths. There
are great views for most of the walk. The ascents will be
taken at a manageable pace.

A walk through the woods followed by a steady accent up a No dogs
broad track with stops to take in the views ,then carefully
descend to banana brake and on to the Iberian settlement
and return on the lower flank back to our cars all at a gentle
pace to take in the history and views.
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to A mixture of tracks, paths, and road for first 5 km to get to No dogs
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
far end of the mountain, a tough long ascent to the ridge
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and over rough (but not scratchy) terrain and back along the
park at the edge of the village.
ridge. The views from the ridge are well worth the effort.
Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above A circuit walk around the Barranco de la Canal on roads,
No dogs
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
well defined paths, rough tracks and one short steep ascent
where hands will be helpful.
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to An interesting circular walk on tracks marked paths and
Dogs on lead
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
some quiet country roads, all with nice views.
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and
park at the edge of the village.
Lliber. 38.74458, 0.018779. Vall del Pop restaurant, km
An excellent pre-lunch appetizer. A circular walk on wellNo dogs
8.35, CV 748, Lliber to Gata road. From Lliber drive towards defined paths, good tracks and some quiet roads.
Senija, CV745 and as you leave Lliber take the left turn, CV
748,towards Gata. After about 1km, the restaurant is
signposted to the left by the post boxes and basura. If you
intend to return for lunch we suggest you book in, if not
either ask permission to park or find somewhere close by.
Lliber.38.743335, 0.003090 Approach Lliber from Jalon and Good paths with great views, a short steep ascent up from No dogs
turn left by the bridge just before the traffic lights at the
Font d'Aixa up through the 'Squeeze' before lunch then
start of Lliber village. Park wherever possible in front of the downhill all the way back to Lliber.
houses.
Benichembla. 38.753949,-0.111884. Bar Bon Aire,
One of the best walks on the C.B. Good views, a steady
No dogs
Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent and Castell de
long ascent, then undulating walk over six valleys with
Castells
views of Benichembla, Jalon, Alcalali, Caballo Verde and
Cocoll. A lot up and down but downhill after lunch. Bring
food supplement to keep you going.
Benichembla. 38.753949,-0.111884. Bar Bon Aire,
Steady ascent then all downhill after lunch.
No dogs
Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent and Castell de
Castells
Bolulla. 38.6941,-0.12804 Bolulla Castle. At km 45.7 on
A very nice circular walk, good views.
No dogs
CV715 Callosa-Parcent road turn up track at sign O1H
URBANA for 4km and park at end of tarmac.
Castell de Castells. Just before Castell de Castells on
This time walk in reverse. Lunch at castle, all downhill
No dogs
Tarbena Rd CV752. Short drive to parking place.
afterwards.
El Verger. 38.851133,-0.040764 In the second car park at
No dogs
the entrance to the Urb. Monte Pego off the CV700 El
Verger-Pego road. Approx. 4 km after leaving the N332.
Urb. on left. Short drive to start and finish of walk.
Gata. 38.776739, 0.082817 Partida Trossets. The Gata main Interesting walk. Lunch at Font.
No dogs
Road, N332 look out for a turning with blue and white
bollards, park where you can and meet opposite Trossets
Bar.
Gata. 38.776739, 0.082817 Partida Trossets. The Gata main
No dogs
Road, N332 look out for a turning with blue and white
bollards, park where you can and meet opposite Trossets
Bar.
Gata. 38.776739, 0.082817 Partida Trossets. Meet initially
No dogs
around the corner from Bar Noguera, Gata.The Road has
blue and white Bollards.
Gata. 38.776739, 0.082817 Partida Trossets. The Gata main All on familiar tracks -no off piste
No dogs
Road, N332 look out for a turning with blue and white
bollards, park where you can and meet opposite Trossets
Bar.
Gata. 38.776739, 0.082817 Partida Trossets. The Gata main All on familiar tracks -no off piste
No dogs
Road, N332 look out for a turning with blue and white
bollards, park where you can and meet opposite Trossets
Bar.
Jalon. 38.730152,0.009657 Jalon Valley. Km8 on the
Spectacular views of Jalon Valley and the coast.
No dogs
CV750, Benissa to Jalon road, opposite Restaurant Venta
Roja, next to rubbish bins..
Jalon. 38.730152,0.009657 Jalon Valley. Km8 on the
Circular walk It does not include climbing El Cao
No dogs
CV750, Benissa to Jalon road, opposite Restaurant Venta
Roja, next to rubbish bins..
Lleus. 38.679402, 0.013518. From Benissa along the N332 Lunch at the Ermita with tables and toilet facilities.
No dogs
towards Calpe, turn right after the bridge with sign posted
Casa de Maco restaurante, then follow signs to Lleus and La
Brisa. At La Brisa take a sharp RH bend to Lleus Plaza. If
coming from the Altea direction it is illegal to turn left at the
bridge, therefore you will need to travel towards Bennisa
and turn round when it is legal and return to the bridge.
Jesus Pobre. 38.801992, 0.094628.Los Lagos. km 6 on
A moderate ascent, then easy walking to the remains of an Dogs on a le
CV735 between La Xara (near Denia) and Javea. Turn into Iberian settlement with views over Denia and Jesus Pobre.
Los Lagos, then immediately left and park.
Rough under foot at times
Jesus Pobre. 38.801992, 0.094628.Los Lagos. km 6 on
A moderate walk with a climb up the rocky gully, then easy Dogs on a le
CV735 between La Xara (near Denia) and Javea. Turn into walking with views over Denia and Jesus Pobre. Rough
Los Lagos, then immediately left and park.
under foot at times

0.033728

38.80654

-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/nzdywad

38.838379

-0.121313

http://tinyurl.com/haqpqmv

38.80654

-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/jb3vscl

38.74458

0.018779

38.743335

0.00309

38.753949

-0.111884

38.753949

-0.111884

38.6941

-0.12804

38.851133

-0.040764

38.776739

0.082817

38.776739

0.082817

38.776739

0.082817

38.776739

0.082817

38.776739

0.082817

38.730152

0.009657

38.730152

0.009657

38.679402

0.013518

38.801992

1.094628.

38.801992

0.094628.

http://tinyurl.com/nd2326t

http://tinyurl.com/pjvhnx6

http://tinyurl.com/mw2esmm
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am

246

Peter Greene

Abdet Figure of 8

11

3½

350

M/B

Abdet

248

Peter Greene

Barranco de Galistero circuit

11

5½

550

MS/B/Sc Benichembla

395

Peter Greene

Ѧ Cocoll Ѧ

14.5

5½

650

S/B

Benichembla

259

Peter Greene

Ruta del Riberer from Benissa

12.5

5

580

MS/B

Benissa

251

Peter Greene

Ѧ El Cao Ѧ

14

5

650

S/B

Benissa

247

Peter Greene

5000 Steps

13

5½

500

MS/C/Sc Castell de Castells

242

Peter Greene

Costa Blanca Way 4 of 5

23

8

800

VS/B/X

Castell de Castells

243

Peter Greene

Costa Blanca Way 5 of 5

20

7

772

S/B/X

Confrides

492

Peter Greene

Ѧ Malla de Llop - shortened. Ѧ

9.6

4½

650

S/B

Famorca

451

Peter Greene

Ѧ Malla de Llop Famorca Ѧ

12

5

700

S/B

Famorca

241
504

Peter Greene
Peter Greene

Costa Blanca Way 3 of 5
The Bull Run – shortened.

27
13.5

11
5

824
650

VS/B/X Fleix
S/C/Scr( Fleix

253

Peter Greene

Gata de Gorgos Circuit

12

5

300

M/B

Gata

244

Peter Greene

Bernia Circuit

13.5

5½

500

MS/B

Jalon

245

Peter Greene

Bernia Tunnel

12

4½

300

MS/B

Jalon

452

Peter Greene

Rates Circuit&Summit

13

5½

680

S/B Scr

Jalon

249

Peter Greene

Ѧ Bernia East Ridge and Summit
(Experienced Walkers Only) Ѧ

12

5½

550

MS/B/Sc Jalon

250

Peter Greene

Ѧ Bernia West (Experienced Walkers
Only) Ѧ

9

6

700

257

Peter Greene

Ѧ Montgo 2 summits Ѧ

14

6

700

255

Peter Greene

Lleus Circuit&Party

10

4

390

345

Peter Greene

Pedreguer 5 Fonts

16

6

500

258

Peter Greene

Ѧ Pla de la Casa from Quatretondeta Ѧ

12

6

820

252

Peter Greene

Font d’Olbis circuit

13

5½

600

254

Peter Greene

La Montaña Castle

7

3½

100

556

Peter Greene

Tormos easy circuit via Isbert's dam.

8.8

3

252

240

Peter Greene

Costa Blanca Way 2 of 5

14

6½

439

239

Peter Greene

Costa Blanca Way 1 of 5

26

11

1100

267

Peter Greig

Nevera & Font de Paet Circuit

13

4½

300

262

Peter Greig

El Forat Negre (Fig Tree Walk)

12.5

4½

730

Abdet. 38.6946,-0.2570. Car park through village of Abdet.
From Guadalest towards Confrides approx 5 km past
Beniarda turn right to Abdet. Go through narrow street to
car park.
Benichembla. 38.750579,-0.158159,CV720, BenichemblaCastell de Castells road. Park at bridge 4 ½ km beyond
Benichembla. Park at side of road, not below bridge.
Benichembla. 38.753949,-0.111884. Bar Bon Aire,
Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent and Castell de
Castells
Benissa Cemetery.38.729968, 0.055838, Turn right 300m
before motorway ticket booths Benissa junction, careful not
to go too far - no u turns allowed. Follow signs to cemetery
car park.
Benissa 38.707415, 0.016952. Meet at shooting club 1 km
after crossing over motorway bridge on right hand side
towards Pinos CV749. Watch for CBMW sign.
Castell de Castells. 38.730916, -0.201783 Turn right just
before Castell de Castells from Benichembla CV720, drop
down to river bed.
Contact Peter for details of walk. Contact John Price for
accommodation details.
Contact Peter for details of walk. Contact John Price for
accommodation details.
Famorca. Meet at Famorca Village first road in village past
Castells de castells

Famorca. 38.731422, -0.245907 Font at entrance to village.
first road in village after Castells.
Contact Peter for details of walk.
Fleix. 38.778276,-0.110013 Park opposite the school in the
new car park in Fleix at km 5.9 on the CV721.
Gata. 38.772474,0.088945 Car park off N332 at Correos,
main road Gata.
Jalon.38.672201,-0.046091 On road between Pinos and
Xalo/Jalon at km 11.6 take spur to south. Park near Bernia
Inn.
Jalon.38.672201,-0.046091 On road between Pinos and
Xalo/Jalon at km 11.6 take spur to south. Park near Bernia
Inn.
Jalon 38.744193,-0.017402. Car park under trees opposite
Alleluya Bar at Information Office.

Route Description & Comments

Latitude

Longitude

A pleasant walk with optional lunch at Casa Paco in village. No dogs

38.6946

-0.257

Scramble up barranco, then mostly broad track. Another
No dogs
lovely barranco with some scrambling, good fun, lots of
help on hand and a walk through Famorca with good track
return.
Cocoll starting and finishing from Benichembla on good
No dogs
gradient with stops to take in the views.

38.750579

-0.158159

38.753949

-0.111884

Newish walk Ruta del Riberer, part of Soldetes. Interesting No dogs
Arte work font and ruins of fincas.

38.729968

0.055838

Shorts can be worn.

No dogs

38.707415

0.016952

Another lovely barranco with some scrambling, good fun, No dogs
lots of help on hand and a walk through Famorca with good
track return.
Castell de Castells to Confrides.
No dogs

38.730916

-0.201783

38.723848

-0.194751

Confrides to Benifato and finish via Aitana Summit.

38.683868

-0.269251

A chance to enjoy this magnificent mountain on mostly
No dogs
38.731422
good tracks with one short scramble and to view a well
preserved Navera before returning to Famorca. a shorter
rout missing out the canal taken at gentle pace with time to
take in the views.
Ascent Malla del Llop and return via canal and new route to No dogs
38.731422
Famorca. Spectacular views and mozarabic trails.
Fleix to Castell de Castells.
No dogs
38.778276
Circular route,down through tunnel to Isberts Dam then
No dogs
climb steep shelf ,on up for one hour approx. to broad
track and descend to river bed on dam side of the Barranco
del Inferno and on up to Fleix.
A new walk in this pleasant valley, in part along side Riu
No dogs
38.772474
Gorgos.
A very good circular walk around the Sierra Bernia in an
Dogs on lead 38.672201
anticlockwise direction with great views NSE&W. on mainly
reasonable tracks
Route involves a crawl through a short, low cave to emerge Dogs on lead 38.672201
on the south face of the Sierra Bernia with views over
Altea, Benidorm and beyond. Return via the old fort. Rough
tracks and some scree underfoot. Optional lunch at Peon
De Penos restaurant.
Walk up Barranco Negro to Rates summit for stunning
No dogs
38.744193
views at lunch, then descending through the Vall de Pop
back to Jalon
Short scramble to summit. Impressive views. Fun return
Dogs on lead 38.672201
route.

-0.245907

Dogs on lead 38.672201

-0.046091

No dogs

38.805254

0.151671

No dogs

38.679402

0.013518

No dogs

38.79072

0.033728

http://tinyurl.com/pqzu9oa

No dogs

38.725045

-0.314661

http://tinyurl.com/qgue4yu

No dogs

38.695027

-0.103789

No dogs

38.695027

-0.103789

http://tinyurl.com/oo3plev

Dogs on lead 38.799124

-0.076498

http://tinyurl.com/pdqx84d

No dogs

38.80654

-0.157267

No dogs

38.886289

-0.216508

Jalon.38.672201,-0.046091 On road between Pinos and
Xalo/Jalon at km 11.6 take spur to south. Park near Bernia
Inn.
S/C/X/Sc Jalon
Jalon.38.672201,-0.046091 On road between Pinos and
Bernia ridge traverse to west summit. A fine classic route
Xalo/Jalon at km 11.6 take spur to south. Park near Bernia with impressive situations and fine views.
Inn.
S/C/Scr Javea
Javea. 38.805254,0.151671. Meet at the gun club car park. Ascents to both summits.
Turn off right on the Denia-Javea CV736 approx. 5,5 km
from Denia, follow rough track to Gun Club.
M/B
Lleus
10:30 Lleus. 38.679402, 0.013518. From Benissa along the N332 Relaxed pace.
towards Calpe, turn right after the bridge with sign posted
Casa de Maco restaurante, then follow signs to Lleus and La
Brisa. At La Brisa take a sharp RH bend to Lleus Plaza. If
coming from the Altea direction it is illegal to turn left at the
bridge, therefore you will need to travel towards Bennisa
and turn round when it is legal and return to the bridge.
S/C
Pedreguer
Pedreguer. 38.79072, 0.033728 Parking at Ermita Sant Blai. Good views. Steady climb/descent three times. Worth the
On CV720 Alcalali to Pedreguer Road fork right at sign just effort.
after you enter Pedreguer from Alcalali into Avenida de
Maria Lopez and go to the far end of this road (over the
junctions) and turn right to park near Ermita Sant Blai.
Quatretondeta
VS/C
Quatretondeta. 38.725045,-0.314661 Turn left off CV720 in Climb up to the highest point on the Serrella ridge with
Facheca and drive on CV754 to Quatretondeta – park where fantastic rock formations (Els Frares), a huge nevera on the
you can before you enter the village.
way and breathtaking views. Will be taken at a gentle pace.
MS/B
Tarbena
Tarbena 38.695027, - 0.103789 From CV715 Tarbena /
Descent into Tarbena valley then long climb for fine views.
Parcent road turn into car park near childrens' play area in
Tarbena
E/A
Tarbena
10:30 Tarbena 38.695027, - 0.103789 From CV715 Tarbena /
Easy walk with lots of stops to take in the views. Optional
Parcent road turn into car park near childrens' play area in paella lunch. Tell leader at start.
Tarbena
M/A
Tormos
Tormos. 38.799124,-0.076498 Coming from the south
A pleasant afternoon stroll or pre-lunch appetizer in
(Orba) on the CV715 at the outskirts of the village turn L
dramatic countryside.
(signposted to Costera del Moll) into Calle Pozo. Take the
next L (Carrer Val de Llaguart) and then take the 2nd turn
on the RHS just after the bins. Drive to the end opposite a
plaza and turn L into Avenguda Joan Carles I. Drive a few
hundred metres along this and park in the large car park on
the LHS opposite the public piscina.
MS/B/X Val d'Ebo
Contact Peter for details of walk. Contact John Price for
Vall d'Ebo to Fleix.
accommodation details.
VS/B/X Vilallonga
Contact Peter for details of walk. Contact John Price for
accommodation details.
Alcala de la Jovada Alcala de la Jovada. 38.79408,-0.25385 From CV715 (Orba- A walk on good tracks and paths with many points of
M/A
Pego) road turn onto CV712 signed for Val d’Ebo. Go past interest including an airfield, two well-preserved neveras
Val d’Ebo towards Alcala de la Jovada. After about 8 km
and the Font de Paet picnic area for lunch; taken at an
and before reaching the village, park at the picnic site when easy pace.
you see the nevera sign.
S/A
Benichembla
Benigambla. 38.750603,-0.157757 On CV720 from Parcent Long steady ascent to magnificent views.
towards Castell de Castells, just passed km.30, cross rio
Jalon and park on far side of the bridge.

Dogs

No dogs

-0.245907

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear
http://tinyurl.com/o4sjpoz

http://tinyurl.com/k8gh63x

http://tinyurl.com/osjjv5g

-0.110013

0.088945
-0.046091

http://tinyurl.com/oz9mayq

-0.046091

-0.017402
-0.046091

Dogs on lead 38.79408

-0.25385

Dogs on lead 38.750579

-0.158159

http://tinyurl.com/kddaq2z

http://tinyurl.com/o9bhnqw
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

261

Peter Greig

Coll de Garga

12

5½

550

MS/B

Benimaurell

263

Peter Greig

Foyes Valley

12

4

250

M/B

Castell de Castells

264

Peter Greig

Foyes Valley Extended

15

5

500

265

Peter Greig

Foyes Valley Original

10

3½

250

260

Peter Greig

Alt de Ample (Peña de Jalon)

8

3½

375

412

Peter Greig

Las Eras Circuit

12

4½

530

266

Peter Greig

Murla Circuit

8

4

290

275

Ralph Phipps

Ѧ Forada from Al Patro Ѧ

14

6

825

410

Ralph Phipps

Beniali to Al Patro circuit via Pintures
Rupestres

16.5

6

770

281

Ralph Phipps

Serra del Mirant

14

5

620

274

Ralph Phipps

Castells Circuit East

16.5

5½

760

273

Ralph Phipps

Castell d’Aixa from Lliber

12

6

825

278

Ralph Phipps

Ѧ Murla Penya Roig long circuit Ѧ

14

5½

670

409

Ralph Phipps

Ѧ Castell d'Aixa horseshoe from
Pedreguer Ѧ

16

6

850

68

Ralph Phipps

Cavall Horseshoe

12

5

700

271

Ralph Phipps

Ѧ Alfaro Circuit and summit from Tollos 11
Ѧ

4½

550

276

Ralph Phipps

Mediodia Circuit from Tormos

15

6

825

279

Ralph Phipps

Tormos to Isbert's Dam via Pla de la
Costera

12

5

470

277

Ralph Phipps

Ѧ Mediodia Summit – Puntal del Morrut 12
Ѧ

5½

765

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am
Benimaurell. 38.773696,-0.127234 On entering village take
first right and follow road around edge of village in the
direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on right just before Bar
Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
Castell de Castells. 38.721157, -0.195882, Park on CV752
(Tarbena road) about 200 m from its junction with the
CV720 from Benichembla.
Castell de Castells. As you enter the village take the second
left (look for CBMW sign and/or sweeper directing traffic)
and park at the cemetery.
Castell de Castells.38.721157, -0.195882, Start from old
wash house near junction of CV720 and Tarbena road
(CV752)

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

Latitude

Longitude

This walk is the Dos Fuentes walk but in reverse! A varied
walk with good views and interesting mozarabic paths.

No dogs

38.773696

-0.127234

Dogs on lead 38.721157

-0.195882

A pleasant, varied walk taken at an easy pace which
includes the rock arches and a return by the traditional
route.
MS/B
Varied walk including Castell de Castells village, Barranc de
les Foies and a climb to La Llacuna refugio before
descending back to the cemetery.
Castell de Castells
M/B
Pleasant varied walk taking the original Eric Wright route.
Lunch taken at the end of the walk in the picnic site or if
you prefer book into a local restaurant. Taken at a easy
pace.
M/B
Jalon
10:30 Jalon. 38.731348, -0.012445. Take the cemetery road that This is the old “dead dog” walk from the Bernia road up to
runs between the petrol station and the Tot Util Ferreteria. Les Planisses to the Alt de l’Ample returning via the
At the end go round a bend to the right and park
barranco del Cao. Dogs on lead at all times.
immediately on the right.
MS/B
Jalon
Jalon. 38.679065,-0.042417 Take CV749 road towards
A picturesque walk with some rough tracks through the
Bernia (either via Pinos from the Benissa end OR from the Barranc del Baro and the campo around Marnes, with many
centre of Xalo/Jalon which is signposted). Near km 12, take interesting features, including a number of "eras" (old
the signed rough track to the municipal campsite and park threshing tables).
at the far end.
M/B
Murla
Murla. 38.767391,-0.077747 Polideportiu. Approaching
Includes Orba Castle with short steep climb, Ermita de Sant
Murla from East on the CV719, turn right on outskirts of
Sebastia and Rio Jalon as well as village. Gentle pace.
village (signed). Large sports centre on LHS after about 1
km.
VS/B
Al Patro
Al Patro. 38.820434,-0.262967 .Drive up Gallinera Valley
Some tarmac up the valley and then steep ascent on good
from Pego on the CV700 and through the outskirts of
track to Benisili castle. Then along the ridge on rough paths
Alpatro. As you leave the village there is a road down to the before eventually reaching the Forada. From here a
right signposted to Benisili and Llombai. After a couple of
descent takes us along the flanks of the ridge on good
zigzags this lead off to the right towards a planned new
tracks and some tarmac directly to Alpatro and a choice of
residencia. Park here.
two bars!
S/B/Scr- Beniali
Beniali. 38.821972,-0.220006 Follow the CV700 from Pego, A complex walk with some difficult but short passages
through Adsubia and reach the car park (with bins) at the along the flanks on both sides of the Gallinera valley.
outskirts of the village.
S/B
Benirrama
Benirrama. 38.830598,-0.196348 Take CV700 from Pego,
Walk down through lanes to cross the main road and
direction Planes and turn left to village at km 46.5. Turn
across a barranco. Now ascend on a good mozarabic trail
right as you enter the village to parking area.
to eventually reach a broad track which we follow along the
flank of Serra del Mirant. After a lunch stop we descend on
a path back to Beniali and thence using country roads back
to Benirrama. Excellent views back to the Forada ridge.
Castell de Castells
S/A
Castell de Castells. 38.723848 -0.194751. Take the CV720 Circular route towards Serella castle before turning along
from Parcent and Benichembla to Castell de Castells. In the the flanks of Aixorta. Good tracks with stunning views
village, immediately opposite Hotel Serrella (on the RHS)
followed by a short rough descent section to the Forat of
turn L. After 20 m. turn L again into Calle Jose Antontio and “Africa”. Well defined tracks now lead across to Pla d’Alt
them almost immediately L again down a ramp into the
and across the road uphill again before returning down a
signed parking area.
mozarabic trail to the village.
VS/C
Lliber
Lliber. 38.742126 0.004839.Lliber is on the CV745 between Some good paths to start with but rough sections to the
Jalon and Gata. Meet at the rastro parking area (signed-P) summit of Tossal Gran and Castell d’Aixa. Mozarabic trails
in the village.
back down towards the Font before a climb back over the
main ridge which we follow back to the cars to complete a
circular route.
S/B/Scr Murla
Murla. 38.767391,-0.077747 Polideportiu. Approaching
From the car park we ascend past the ermita and then
Murla from East on the CV719, turn right on outskirts of
steeply on rough tracks towards the summit of Penya Roig.
village (signed). Large sports centre on LHS after about 1 Once we gain the ridge an exposed traverse takes us to a
km.
short (3m) exposed down scramble to a possible dark cave
exploration (makes our day longer than 5 hours) before
following the ridge line towards the west. Just above
Benimaurell we descend and start our return on good
tracks along the flanks of the ridge. The scramble can’t be
avoided and provides the main entertainment for the day.
A classic mountaineering day.
VS/B
Pedreguer
Pedreguer. 38.79072, 0.033728 Parking at Ermita Sant Blai. Undulating walk via Font d'Aixa to go up one arm of the
On CV720 Alcalali to Pedreguer Road fork right at sign just horseshoe to Castell d'Aixa and down the other.
after you enter Pedreguer from Alcalali into Avenida de
Maria Lopez and go to the far end of this road (over the
junctions) and turn right to park near Ermita Sant Blai.
S/B
Sagra
Sagra. 38.813324, -0.062977 From Orba turn right at
Interesting track to barranco bottom. Tough scree ascent
Pego/Rafol junction in Sagra, drive through village and park to Cavall summit. Splendid views. Some boulder-hopping.
on rough ground or street on left at edge of village.
Good paths for return to Sagra.
MS/B
Tollos
Tollos. 38.755355 -0.274124. Take the CV720 through
A moderate walk with steep ascent in great surroundings.
Castell de Castells and past Famorca, Facheca and soon
Circular route along the barranco Malafi and then up a
afterwards there is a turn to the right to the village of
steep track to Alfaro summit with great panoramic views.
Tollos. Take this and just before reaching the village park Return down good tracks.
on the right in the car park behind a small recreation area.
VS/B
Tormos
Tormos. 38.799124,-0.076498 Coming from the south
A classic clockwise circuit of the Mediodia flanks, partly on
(Orba) on the CV715 at the outskirts of the village turn L
yellow/white routes. Partly overgrown on steep paths in the
(signposted to Costera del Moll) into Calle Pozo. Take the
morning with good paths later on. Fantastic scenery on
next L (Carrer Val de Llaguart) and then take the 2nd turn whole route.
on the RHS just after the bins. Drive to the end opposite a
plaza and turn L into Avenguda Joan Carles I. Drive a few
hundred metres along this and park in the large car park on
the LHS opposite the public piscina.
MS/B
Tormos
Tormos. 38.799124,-0.076498 Coming from the south
A short level walk brings us to the foot of the Costera
(Orba) on the CV715 at the outskirts of the village turn L
where we follow a slightly overgrown mozarabic trail
(signposted to Costera del Moll) into Calle Pozo. Take the
steadily upwards for most of today’s climb. Once on the Pla
next L (Carrer Val de Llaguart) and then take the 2nd turn we follow a rough track on the flanks of Mediodia before
on the RHS just after the bins. Drive to the end opposite a descending on a good mozarabic trail towards Isbert’s Dam
plaza and turn L into Avenguda Joan Carles I. Drive a few which we reach for lunch. A gently undulating return brings
hundred metres along this and park in the large car park on us through the campo and back to Tormos.
the LHS opposite the public piscina.
S/B
Tormos
Tormos. 38.799124,-0.076498 Coming from the south
Initially up a mozarabic path towards some old caves with
(Orba) on the CV715 at the outskirts of the village turn L
paintings (not visited) and then a steep, interesting
(signposted to Costera del Moll) into Calle Pozo. Take the
hunter’s trail up to the ridge and then on to the highest
next L (Carrer Val de Llaguart) and then take the 2nd turn summit of the Mediodia ridge. Return via some mozarabic
on the RHS just after the bins. Drive to the end opposite a paths.
plaza and turn L into Avenguda Joan Carles I. Drive a few
hundred metres along this and park in the large car park on
the LHS opposite the public piscina.
Castell de Castells

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear

Dogs on lead at all times
Dogs on lead 38.721157

-0.195882

No dogs

38.731348

-0.012445

No dogs

38.679065

-0.042417

No dogs

38.767391

-0.077747

Dogs on lead 38.820434

-0.262967

http://tinyurl.com/os9fp63

Dogs on lead 38.821972

-0.220006

http://tinyurl.com/k4xpmuy

Dogs on lead 38.830598

-0.196348

http://tinyurl.com/mjbx6b9

Dogs on lead 38.723848

-0.194751

http://tinyurl.com/oel8jss

No dogs

38.742126

0.004839

http://tinyurl.com/zahhue3

No dogs

38.767391

-0.077747

http://tinyurl.com/lgd4b2b

Dogs on lead 38.79072

0.033728

http://tinyurl.com/pcmfdk3

No dogs

38.813324

-0.062977

http://tinyurl.com/ng5u2l5

Dogs on lead 38.755355

-0.274124

http://tinyurl.com/lx3sy6j

No dogs

38.799124

-0.076498

http://tinyurl.com/q7comte

Dogs on lead 38.799124

-0.076498

http://tinyurl.com/lstqb2p

Dogs on lead 38.799124

-0.076498

http://tinyurl.com/pcapnhu

http://tinyurl.com/ko5amn6
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

280

Ralph Phipps

Ѧ Resingles ridge of Mediodia Ѧ
(Experienced Walkers Only)

11.5

6½

900

VS/X/Scr Tormos

282

Ralph Phipps

Val d’Ebo to Col de Garga and return

14

6½

800

145

Rob Chalmers

Ѧ Cocoll Summit Ѧ

16

6

730

427

Rob Chalmers

Ѧ Segaria Western end from Monte
Pego Ѧ

9

5

350

446

Rob Chalmers

Col de Miserat and Travessia del Masset 15
de Val d'Ebo

5½

550

102

Robert & Pauline Chalmers

Castell d'Ambra circuit

10

4

390

466

Siggi Palsson

Tarbena circuit via Font Olbis and
Castell dels Moros

17

6

870

531

Sue Bonser

Gallinera Valley starting at Adsubia

16

5

700

532

Sue Bonser

El Mirabo from Benichembla

12

4 to 5

500

589

Sue Bonser

Ѧ Bernia Circuit from Pinos Ѧ

15

5

510

557

Sue Bonser

The villages of the Vall De Laguar from 11
Murla Polideportivo

4½

400

287

Theresa Boyle

Olta Circuit

8

5

500

288

Theresa Boyle

Val d'ebo figure of 8

18

5½

800

291

Theresa Boyle

Val D’Ebo & Back from Pego

15

6

600

290

Theresa Boyle

Val d’Ebo Circuit

18

6

550

289

Theresa Boyle

6½

1050

292

Theresa Boyle & David Brain

Ѧ Miserat Summit (optional) via Castell 18
Gallinera Ѧ
Ѧ Around Miserat from Benirrama (Val 10
de Gallinera) Ѧ

4

400

92

Theresa Boyle and David Brain

Lliber to Senija circular. Extended

14

4½

370

550

Theresa Boyle, David Brain

Lliber Figure of 8

12

3½

290

549

Theresa Boyle, David Brain

Lliber to Senija Circular (New walk)

11

3

225

527

Tim Fawle

Two Rock Arches Circuit

8 – 10 4

300

59

Tim Fawle

Lliber Circuit

9

2½

175

422

Verity Waddell

Calpe circular

12

4½

360

308

Verity Waddell

Calpe Station to Col de Faixue, Cepellar 12

4½

500

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am
Tormos. 38.799124,-0.076498 Coming from the south
(Orba) on the CV715 at the outskirts of the village turn L
(signposted to Costera del Moll) into Calle Pozo. Take the
next L (Carrer Val de Llaguart) and then take the 2nd turn
on the RHS just after the bins. Drive to the end opposite a
plaza and turn L into Avenguda Joan Carles I. Drive a few
hundred metres along this and park in the large car park on
the LHS opposite the public piscina.
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and
park at the edge of the village.

Route Description & Comments

A classic and demanding mountain scramble not for the
faint hearted. Mediodia rock ridge and summit. After an
initial walk in the main part of the day consists of a long
and sustained easy scramble up a ridge with two more
difficult short “pitches”. Once clear of this we scramble up
to a second peak and then return to a col before
descending on rough hunter’s tracks and mozarabic paths
towards Sagra and then cross country back to Tormos.
S/C/Scr Val d'Ebo
Initially we traverse above and then in the Ebo which
becomes very bouldery and involves some simple
scrambling for 2/3 km. Having cleared this we ascend on a
mozarabic path towards Pozo de Jueves de Dalt and then
join a simple but steadily ascending track to arrive just
below Col de Garga. From here we pick up an indistinct
mozarabic trail that trends upwards along the flank of
Carrasca before finally breaching the ridge line. Now we
follow the ridge briefly before descending on a good
mozarabic trail back to the village of Val d’Ebo.
S/B
Benichembla
Benichembla. 38.753949,-0.111884. Bar Bon Aire,
A picturesque route to the summit (1048m) with
Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent and Castell de
breathtaking views over the barranco.del Gallistero to the
Castells
Serrella and Alfaro ridges.
M/B
El Verger
El Verger. 38.851133,-0.040764 In the second car park at Rough track from top of Monte Pego Urbanisation, then
the entrance to the Urbanisation Monte Pego off the CV700 joining road to a font before climbing up a steep path
El Verger-Pego road. Approx. 4 km after leaving the N332. leading to the Segaria ridge with great views. Steep rough
Urbanisation. on left. Short drive to start and finish of walk. descent from radio masts to lunch stop in Benimelli.
Through village to a rough track leading round the western
end of Segaria and a mix of road and rough track returning
to the parking area.
S/B
Val D'Ebo
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to An interesting walk on marked paths, tracks and a little on
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
quiet country roads. Spectacular descent back into Val
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and d'Ebo on Mozarabic path
park at the edge of the village.
M/B
Pego
Pego 38.841749, -0.107133 . From El Vergel/N332 take the Marked paths throughout. The route is initially through the
CV700 to Pego. Turn L at the second traffic island (beside lanes and orange groves of Pego to the Font del Baladrar
the Cooperativa) and park towards the end of the wide road and then on further lanes before reaching tracks and paths
before the cross roads.
which climb, a little steeply in parts to the Castell d'Ambra
with magnificent views overlooking Pego and the
surrounding countryside. The walk will be undertaken at a
gentle pace.
VS/B
Tarbena
Tarbena 38.695027, - 0.103789 From CV715 Tarbena /
A circuit through the hills around Tarbena providing
Parcent road turn into car park near childrens' play area in exquisite views and scenery all day. Considerable climb
Tarbena
after lunch.
S
Adsubia
Adsubia. 38.84845, -0.15185 Follow CV700 from Pego to
Start Adsubia, walk up to castle, then Benirrama, then on
Adsubia. Towards the end of the village turn left at Bar
up mozarabic path to the ridge for lunch, then round back
Moleta and park where convenient.
side of Miserat and back down frying pan handle to bar!
MS
Benichembla
Benichembla. 38.753949, -0.111884. Bar Bon Aire,
Heading up single track through cactus beds, then at top of
Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent and Castell de
this long single track swinging left on obscure old tracks
Castells
with views to Almadich. Down towards the valley bottom
then up left on single track all the way to El Mirabo for
lunch. Then back down single track to cactus beds and the
bar!
MS/A
Benissa
Benissa. 38.67821,-0.01726 1 km after Pinos restaurant on A circular walk from Pinos, up to Bernia Font then down
Benissa-Bernia road (CV749) take right hand junction just back into Pinos valley. The walk eventually takes us –
over bridge towards Marnes. Park after 200m.
weather permitting - up a little-walked wide stream bed
with interesting rock formations, before returning up the
valley to the cars.
MS
Murla
Murla. 38.767391,-0.077747 Polideportiu. Approaching
After first trecking up to the foothills of Caballo Verde
Murla from East on the CV719, turn right on outskirts of
Ridge, we walk on to Benimaurell, then Fleix, and Campell
village (signed). Large sports centre on LHS after about 1 before passing through Fontilles, then back to Murla. Some
km.
road walking.
MS/C/Sc Calpe
Calpe. 38.650851,0.032648 Train station. From N332
station is signposted (you turn away from Calpe). Pass
station, over crossing ample parking on right.
S/B
Pego
Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above Walk with lovely views along good tracks into the village
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
and back down to Pego.
S/B
Pego
Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above An interesting walk all on marked tracks and paths and a
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza
short distance on quiet roads Lovely views. - See more at:
http://www.walksinspain.org/wordpress/details-ofwalk/?town_id=55&walk_id=384#sthash.obOZtgF0.dpuf
S/B
Pego
Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above Walk with lovely views along good tracks into the village
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
and back down to Pego.
VS/B
Pego
Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above Splendid views of the Vall de Gallinera (even better if you
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
take the summit option!)
M/A
Benirrama
Benirrama. 38.830598,-0.196348. Take CV700 from Pego, Almost all on good tracks with an optional climb to the
direction Planes and turn left to village at km 46.5. Turn
summit. Taken at moderate pace (honestly!!!).
right as you enter the village to parking area.
M/B
Lliber
Lliber. 38.742896, 0.006127 Square next to church.
Walk taken at a gentle pace, we ascend from Lliber and
then descend to the river bed and via 'hidden valley' walk t
to Senija on the higher path and return on the original path
that connects the villages.
M/B
Lliber
Lliber. 38.743023, 0.00611. Lliber square next to church.
Using a recently reopened path, after a fire, we ascend
Lliber. Village is in Jalon Valley on CV 750 between Senija from Lliber and descend to the river bed. Taking in 'hidden
and Jalon
valley' we return to Lliber by another path recently reopened. Optional lunch with other walks at end.
M/B
Lliber
Lliber. 38.743023, 0.00611. Lliber square next to church.
Walk taken at a gentle pace, we ascend from Lliber and
Lliber. Village is in Jalon Valley on CV 750 between Senija take the higher path above 'hidden valley' to Senija and
and Jalon
return on the original path that connects the villages.
Optional lunch.
Castell de Castells
M/A
Castell de Castells 38.715586, -0.160933 Coming from
This circular walk includes a natural ice cave with
Castell de Castells on the CV752. Eventually reach an
spectacular views , this is unmarked and is a secret gem.
unsurfaced road and walk sign on the right near the Km 7 We also return to the Little Rock Arch and a traverse along
post and turn right and park here. This is the start and
the northern slopes of Aixorta. Both arches are geological
finish point.
curiosities and probably formed by a harder part of the roof
of a cave the remainder of which has fallen in.
E/A
Lliber
10:30 Lliber. 38.743139,0.005407. Note different start time. Meet An interesting walk around the lovely countryside towards
Lliber Village square.
Gata. Optional meal afterwards.
M/B
Calpe
10:30 Calpe. 38.64810, 0.05009. Calpe tennis club (coming into
A circular walk, mostly good paths and stone tracks, some
Calpe from the N332, turn left at the Mas y Mas Centro
steep ascent will be taken at a gentle pace.
Comercial roundabout and park by the tennis club or
opposite).
MS/BC Calpe
Calpe 38.650851,0.032648 Train station. From N332 station A linear route, out and back. Mostly mozarabic type paths.
is signposted (you turn away from Calpe). Pass station,
over crossing ample parking on right.

Dogs

Latitude

Longitude

No dogs

38.799124

-0.076498

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear
http://tinyurl.com/q7ehylg

Dogs on lead 38.80654

-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/pt8wpwe

No dogs

38.753949

-0.111884

No dogs

38.851133

-0.040764

Dogs on lead 38.80654

No dogs

-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/qz9mqkl

38.841749 . -0.107133

Dogs on lead 38.695027

-0.103789

http://tinyurl.com/k2nk9pb

No dogs

38.84845

-0.15185

http://tinyurl.com/qgldpww

No dogs

38.753949

,-0.111884

No dogs

38.67821

-0.01726

http://tinyurl.com/otddoak

No dogs

38.767391

-0.077747

http://tinyurl.com/hfvpaah

No dogs

38.650851

0.032648

No dogs

38.838379

-0.121313

Dogs on lead 38.838379

-0.121313

http://tinyurl.com/h8pa4uv

No dogs

38.838379

-0.121313

http://tinyurl.com/k67qkov

No dogs

38.838379

-0.121313

http://tinyurl.com/kgabm8n

Dogs on lead 38.830598

-0.196348

Dogs on lead 38.742896

0.006127

Dogs on lead 38.743023

0.00611

Dogs on lead 38.743023

0.00611

Dogs on lead 38.715586

-0.160933

Dogs on lead 38.743139

0.005407

Dogs on lead 38.6481

0.05009

Dogs on lead 38.650851

0.032648

http://tinyurl.com/lnlb3bc
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am

310

Verity Waddell

Casa Coco-Cometa Circular

12

4

350

M/B

Calpe

311

Verity Waddell

Olta Summit

11

4½

480

505

Verity Waddell

Peñon de Ifach

4

2

350

309

Verity Waddell

Ѧ Calpe to Olta Summit Ѧ

17

5½

600

571

Ѧ Bernia Circuit Ѧ

9.8

4.5

450

8

Benidoleig, extending an old favourite

12

4½

350

M/C

Benidoleig

Benidoleig, 38.791365,-0.028697. Meet in the centre of the
village near the school. From Ondara, take second exit from
roundabout & then next right (one way).

537

Carrasca ridge from Benimaurell

14

6

850

S/C

Benimaurell

170

Ѧ Aixorta from Bolulla Castle Ѧ

13.5

5

650

S/C

Bolulla

573

Castells to Famorca Circuit

19

6½

764

S/A

Castell de
Castells

574

Monte Castellet Circuit

9.3

4.25

585

M/A

Finestrat

Benimaurell. 38.773696, -0.127234 On entering village take
first right and follow road around edge of village in the
direction of Alahuar Hotel. Car park on right just before Bar
Les Rogetes (old bar Oasis).
Bolulla. 38.6941,-0.12804 Bolulla Castle. At km 45.7 on
CV715 Callosa-Parcent road turn up track at sign O1H
URBANA for 4km and park at end of tarmac.
Castell de Castells. 38.720742, -0.195014,Park on the CV752 some 100mtrs. east (near walk sign) of where the CV720 and the CV-752 meet on the south side of Castell de
Castells.
Finestrat. 38.598694, -0.219383, From the center
crossroads in Finestrat drive N to Font Moli. From here
continue along the “main” surfaced road 3.4 km to a
junction with a surfaced road going up R. This is the start
and has parking for at least 4 cars. (N.B. More roads are
being surfaced in this area).

52

Serra de Seldetes

7

4

432

MS/B

Gata

575

Menejador from Ibi

12

4.33

700

MS/AB

Ibi

48

Cap de Sant Antoni & Tallada Cave
(Experienced Walkers Only)

14

5½

220

MS/B/Sc Javea
r/X

51

Montgo Western Slopes

11.5

4½

500

MS/B

La Xara

65

6

800

S/B

Pego

32

Barranco de la Cova to Val d’Ebo figure 16
of 8
Bodoix
11

4½

500

MS/B

Pego

577

Sanchet circuit extended

13.6

5.5

700

S/B

Polop

319

Sella – Relleu Circuit

10

4

350

M/B

Sella

36

Los Tres Pueblos reversed and
extended

25

6½

540

VS/A

Tollos

586

Mediodia lunch ramble from Tormos

6.7

3

340

M/B

Tormos

10:30 Calpe. 38.64810, 0.05009. Calpe tennis club (coming into
Calpe from the N332, turn left at the Mas y Mas Centro
Comercial roundabout and park by the tennis club or
opposite).
MS/B/Sc Calpe
Calpe 38.650851,0.032648 Train station. From N332 station
is signposted (you turn away from Calpe). Pass station,
over crossing ample parking on right.
M/B/Scr Calpe
Calpe. 38.639605,0.070054 Note different start time.
Restaurant La Lonja, Calpe Port – near to fish market.
S/C/Scr Calpe
Calpe. 38.650851,0.032648 Train station. From N332
station is signposted (you turn away from Calpe). Pass
station, over crossing ample parking on right.
MS/A
Altea la Vieja
The start is at the Bernia Barbecue car park high up a steep
badly surfaced road above Altea La Vieja.
Starting from the Village of Altea La Vieja take the CV755
towards Callosa. Pass the RH turns to Alhama and
Paradiso and pass a casa on the RHS with a large statue.
Go slow along the straight stretch and take the next rather
obscure RH turn, signposted Fort Bernia, (just before Km.
19). (If you miss this take the next RH turn which also leads
up). Follow this narrow twisting road steep up some 6 km to
its end at the Barbecue car park (BBQ).
NOT FOR NERVOUS DRIVERS.

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

Latitude

Longitude

38.6481

0.05009

The walk is not long but it is steep and tricky in parts and No dogs
should be taken slowly and carefully.
Mostly paths, some scrambling, relaxed pace. Experienced No dogs
dogs welcome.

38.639605

0.070054

38.650851

0.032648

This is a popular walk and deservedly so. It is a circuit
encompassing the main part of the Sierra but excluding its
Eastern end. Starting at an altitude of 650 meters gets you
into easy contact with the higher part of the mountain. Yet
the walk is quite challenging involving some easy short rock
scrambles, short traverses across or slightly up scree,
some steep climbs and a 30-meter long semi stoop/ crawl
through the \"Forat\". Views are magnificent especially from
the Fort onwards. The ruined Fort is interesting and the
\"Forat” is a curious feature. This is a tunnel through the
\"rock spine\" of the Sierra some 30 meters long and in part
approx a meter high and wide, not claustrophobic as
daylight shines through and taken with care, no hazards.
Sometimes muddy.
The walk is an extension of Brian Angove’s walk, we
continue further up the hill, bulls permitting, and on the
way down we do a big loop round another hill. We take a
windy track back down through the woods. Quite rough.
A bit of everything, splendid mozarabic path at the
beginning, "off piste" to, along and down from the ridge
and a stroll back. And the views..........

38.657047

-0.052064

http://tinyurl.com/qd8
x994

Dogs on lead 38.791365
at all times

-0.028697

http://tinyurl.com/m
7u5cx2

Dogs on lead 38.773696
at all times

-0.127234

http://tinyurl.com/jp
ptthd

-0.12804

http://tinyurl.com/og
htxb5

-0.195014

http://tinyurl.com/ozfr
ll7

-0.219383

http://tinyurl.com/psz
5zpe

0.100532

http://tinyurl.com/kv
tyoar

-0.573692

http://tinyurl.com/olg
a6k4

Relaxed pace. Easy pace paths tracks and country roads
No dogs
some short steep parts. Final climb through forest to lunch
on summit.

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear

Mostly paths, some scrambling, relaxed pace. Experienced No dogs
dogs welcome.

Mozarabic path to col then up flank to summit, return down No dogs
barranco and arches to cars.

38.6941

Starting in the picturesque village of Castell de Castells, up
38.720742
to ridge overlooking Malla de llop canal, down to the village
of Famorca and back to castells via very good paths and
remote tracks, another great Sierra de Serrella walk.
.This is a varied circular walk up to Portell de Lopez, the
38.598694
pass over the long jagged spine of rock forming Monte
Castellet, and then down into pine woods clothing its
northern slopes. Not very high but as it is in the center of a
range of mountains curving from Puig Campana to Aitana
there are excellent varied views. The total ascent is
conveniently divided into several climbs. The start is an
easy one along roads followed by a 285-meter main ascent
to the pass and then several lesser climbs through the
woods to end with an amble back to the start. After the
pass lots of shade helps on hot sunny days. Roads 20%.
Tracks 35% all good. Paths 45% medium. Some tracks
muddy after heavy rain.
Gata. 38.766947, 0.100532, Meet at the Bar Venta La Parra Steady climb to the trig point with good views. All done at a Dogs on lead 38.766947
km 187.3 on the N332, about 1km south of Gata de
steady pace.
at all times
Gorgos, just past the Repsol Garage on the right, coming
from Gata.
From centre of Ibi/Ajuntament take CV801 towards
An attractive walk, with different climbing over bedrock as
38.633299
Banyeres and Font Roca for 700m to the exit sign for Ibi.
well as interesting features, over the summit of Menejador
Park on wasteland opposite large factory. <br>
1,352m. Walk commences at 750m PR-CV 26.
Javea Port. 38.796892,0.183279. Meet in public car park
Mainly easy going except for the drop down to the cove
Dogs on lead 38.796892
opposite fish market.
and into the cave itself, which can be challenging. Must
at all times
bring a good torch for the cave.
La Xara. 38.801992, 0.094628. Los Lagos, km6 on CV735 Rough climb in first hour then good paths to Iberian “wall” Dogs on lead 38.801992
between La Jara and Javea.
and cave
at all times
Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313 Plaza del Metge Almela, above A trip to Vall d’Ebo and back. All on good well defined paths No dogs
38.838379
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
and tracks.
Pego,38.838379,-0.121313. Plaza del Metge Almela, above Small amount on roads but mainly on good marked tracks No dogs
38.838379
Pla de la Font, Paseo Cervantes Plaza.
and paths albeit a short stretch of path is a little rocky
underfoot. Lovely views, particularly from the castle. Will be
walked at a moderate pace.
From La Nucia take the CV70 towards Guadalest and
A fairly long circular walk starting with a steep climb on
38.625052
Benimantell. Go to the KM38 sign continue a further 0.7km good paths up the Barranco de Galabdar below the
and turn sharp left up a concrete surfaced road. Drive
escarpments of Sanxet. Then heads west levelling out until
approx 2.7kms to a junction with a chained track going up the short but impressive zigzag up the Passet de Golers.
right. (Our return route). Spot a car here if possible.
Here there is a rocky lookout which makes an ideal lunch
Continue up the road for approx. 2km. and park by the
stop. Another steep climb to reach the peaceful Arc Valley
Casa de Dios (Painted Blue in 2011).
and the Paso Contador with spectacular views. From here
it is downhill (steeply in places) all the way back to the
previously spotted car, which will be used to ferry drivers up
the hill to the Casa de Dios.<br>Although this walk can be
easily walked as a complete circuit we shorten it, whenever
possible, by spotting a car which avoids an uphill walk on a
surfaced road.
57% Paths, 43% Tracks
10:30 Sella. 38.606693,-0.273618 Note different start time. From Expect a bancale or two, but the views are worth it!
Dogs on lead 38.606693
the N332 take the CV770 for Sella. Park in layby on the left,
at all times
just before the bridge below Sella.
Tollos. 38.755355 -0.274124. Take the CV720 through
A circular walk linking Tollos, Alcada de la Jovada and
No dogs
38.756141
Castell de Castells and past Famorca, Facheca and soon
Beniaia. Mainly on wide clear tracks, some quiet roads and
afterwards there is a turn to the right to the village of
well define paths. No steep ascents or descents and not
Tollos. Take this and just before reaching the village park scratchy. Only S because of length, not severity.
on the right in the car park behind a small recreation area.
Tormos. 38.799124,-0.076498 Coming from the south
A walk up to the flanks of this ridge and a descent on Y/W Dogs on lead 38.799124
(Orba) on the CV715 at the outskirts of the village turn L
footpath with fabulous views and scenery. Undulating on
at rear
(signposted to Costera del Moll) into Calle Pozo. Take the
scrappy paths for a while with easier going later.
next L (Carrer Val de Llaguart) and then take the 2nd turn
on the RHS just after the bins. Drive to the end opposite a
plaza and turn L into Avenguda Joan Carles I. Drive a few
hundred metres along this and park in the large car park on
the LHS opposite the public piscina.

0.183279
0.094628
-0.121313
-0.121313

http://tinyurl.com/o7
d3rx4

-0.17046

http://tinyurl.com/phh
zyg7

-0.273618

http://tinyurl.com/la
saomr

-0.274626

http://tinyurl.com/o
mytrlz

-0.076498

http://tinyurl.com/ol6
ymrx
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Walk no Leader's Name

Route Name

(km) (hrs)

(m)

Grade

Nearest
Town

525

Sierra de Sireret in reverse

13

4.75

630

S/B

Val d'Ebo

583

Sierra de Sireret via Rio Ebo – In
reverse

14

6

680

S/C/Scr Val d'Ebo

576

Font de Vivens

15.5

5½

820

S/A

Xixona

576

Font de Vivens

15.5

5½

820

S/A

Xixona

Start Meeting Point
Time
if not
10 am
Val D'Ebo. 38.806480 -0.157436. From the CV 715 -Orba to
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and
park at the edge of the village.
Val D'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to
Pego road - SE of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As
you approach Vall d'Ebo go over the bridge, straight on and
park at the edge of the village.
Leave Jijona towards Tibi on CV810. approx 0.7 km after
traffic lights for narrow road,on a sharp left hand bend turn
right into Calle Ibi. Y/W on lamppost and signs to Fonts.
Follow road around to the L and Park outside the factory
(Jijona SA) at the end of the road.
Leave Jijona towards Tibi on CV810. approx 0.7 km after
traffic lights for narrow road,on a sharp left hand bend turn
right into Calle Ibi. Y/W on lamppost and signs to Fonts.
Follow road around to the L and Park outside the factory
(Jijona SA) at the end of the road.

Route Description & Comments

Dogs

Latitude

Longitude

Wis link
Hover over cell
and clickable link
with arrow
symbol will
appear
http://tinyurl.com/pn
y75uj

A hard but pleasant walk with an optional scramble near
the end.

No dogs

38.80654

-0.157267

A hard but pleasant walk with much over rough (but not
too scratchy) terrain. A beautifully remote area with
stunning panoramic views. Make sure you don’t miss it

Dogs on lead 38.80654
at all times

-0.157267

http://tinyurl.com/pn
y75uj

RV 112 Font de Vivens is a picnic site, reached by climbing
up a barranco, returning down a different barranco. Y/W
marked all the way.

38.547796

-0.50997

http://tinyurl.com/o64
eqrx

RV 112 Font de Vivens is a picnic site, reached by climbing
up a barranco, returning down a different barranco. Y/W
marked all the way.

38.547796

-0.50997

http://tinyurl.com/o64
eqrx

DO NOT CHANGE THE NAME OF THE FIRST SHEET IN THIS WORK BOOK - walks currently lead – IT IS USED IN FORMULAE WHICH DRIVE THE
AUTOMATIC POPULATION OF CELLS IN THE CBMW programme Spreadsheet
Note re Protection
The database is currently protected for all existing entries so to change any of them you need to access Tools Protect Document from the Menu and make sure
Sheet and Document are not ticked,
Once you have made your changes protect the database again using Tools then Protect Document and tick sheet. Do not add password.

Adding a Brand New Walk
1. Enter details into each cell. If you add a new walk, if start time is not 10:00 you need to add note to meeting point saying Note different start time. You will also
need to copy name of nearest town and meeting point co-ordinates to the start of the Meeting Point Description.
2. Remember to let leader know of walk number.
3, If you get a walk offered by a new leader, remember to add their email to the distribution list for walks leaders.
Adding a Walk from Previous Programme with limited Information
1. If someone takes over a walk from from the file “Walks from Previous Programmes with limited information” you need to add the details from this into
database assigning it a number and adding new leader information. Remember to let leader know of walk number.
2, You should be able to just cut and paste the whole row for the walk in question from one file to another and then overwrite the leader details unless the new
leader has made changes to Stats, Walk Description or Meeting Point. (see note about about putting nearest town and co-ordinates into Meeting Point. .
Backup
Onedrive keeps deleted versions for 30 days. I prefer to keep a separate copy of the database each time I have edited it, normally renaming the “old” version
according to the date saved eg walksdatabse at April 2016. Every so often yo can go through the list of older versions and delete all but say the last 3.

Making Database Available to Leaders via CBMW website
An extract of the data is held on the CBMW website. Sensitive data such as leaders emails and phone numbers are not included in this.
To create this extract:1. Highlight all of the Walks Currently Lead spreadsheet, copy and paste into a new file called CBMW Walks database for web xxx nnnn where x = month and
nnnn = year eg Oct 2014.
2, You will have to delete some of the columns – leader email, all phone number columns and date last walked. You will probably have to adjust column widths
and row heights as well.
See the current layout for web on the website – also note that you should name the tab with approipriate date eg Walks database April 2016
3. Sort this database (walksdatabase) into order of leaders name then nearest town then walk name.
5. Upload to the web as follows:5a. Sign in to the cbmw gdrive
5b. Go into documents section
5c. Go into database folder.
5d. Choose upload
5e. Select the file you have created called CBMW Walksdatabase for web
5f. When uploaded., double check it is correct. In opening the file for the first time.,
5g.Then Select Share
5h. When the options come up on screen, select get link (type of link - to view)

5i. Send this link to webmaster so link on CBMW website can be updated.
Alternativelly yo can cut and paste wthe whole spreadsheet into the file on gdrive but you will have to make sure that the format is Wrap once yo have uploaded
the data.
NB You can freeze header row and walk number column - use View Freeze in gdrive.
Producing Programme.
If you make any amendments to walks or add new walks they will not show in the programme until after the changes have been saved, the database closed and
the links in the programme file updated.

List of Walks written up and available for leaders
There are 2 ways walks can get added to this list
1 when a leader decides that they no linger wish to lead the walk.
2 When it has been clarified that a walk already on the WalksinSpain site is not being lead at the present time.
The list is stored on the cbmw sheets section on gdrive in the databases folder. The easiest way to add walks to it is to manually transfer the relevant data from
the walks database or the information on walksinspain.
the file is sorted into order of grade and then nearest town. And coloured according to CBMW colours ie greed for easy blue for Moderate red for MS. I have
opted to make the VS walks bold.

